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Lehigh Engineers tomor-
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Balloons heJped sell Dining Services heart health message this week. (Guy Brooksbank photo) 
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South African experts speak 
By Alan Adelman 
Five experts of differing 
perspectives on the South Af-
rican crisis brought their opin-
ions to the University of New 
Hampshire on Tuesday after-
noon. 
A mixed audience of students, 
faculty, community members, 
UNH administration, business 
people, and the press poured 
into the Strafford Room of the 
Memorial Union Building to 
witness "South Africa and the 
United States: A Symposium," 
sponsored by UNH's Institute 
for International Perspectives. 
Bernard Magubane, of Dur-
ban, South Africa, professor of 
anthropology at the University 
of Connecticut, opened with the 
v_iewpoint of Black South Af-
ncans. 
"Heavily guarded barbed wire 
fences, tear gas cans firing, and 
the pattering of automatic rifles 
break the silence of night," 
explained Magubane. 
He stressed that white people 
of South Africa are exploiting 
·black labor. "South African 
white households have more 
servants than any other," said 
Magubane. "The white's strong 
armed tactics suppress black 
political aspirations. Can this 
situation go on indefinitely?" 
Jeffrey Butler, born in Cape 
Province, South Africa, now a 
professor of history ar Wesleyan 
University in Connecticut, pres-
ented the white perspective. 
"The government's respon-
sibility to sustain order has been 
long in coming," said Butler. 
According to Butler, three 
major shortcomings now exist 
in South African policies. 
"One, Blacks are pursuaded 
to live their political life 'in the 
black home'. Two, the limita-
tions on their economic roles 
are unjust. And three, South 
African Blacks are stopped from 
reading about the nation's eco-
nomic history." 
Butler then questioned the 
adequacy of reforms being sug-
gested. He concluded the re-
forms are not the least bit 
adequate. "Instability is being 
created among the young Black 
people," said Butler. "Their 
expectations are raised only to 
have them shattered." 
UNH associate professor of 
anthropology, Stephen Reyna 
LECTURE, page 10 
Education in the future 
By Tom Rooney 
What will higher education 
have to offer in the 2 lst century? 
Next week, we might have a 
better idea, through an inter-
national symposium on the 
future of universities, to be held 
at the New England Center. 
Two years ago UNH Presi-
dent Gordon Haaland and Dean 
of Liberal Arts Stuart Palmer 
speculated on the shape univer-
sities would take in the future, 
and asked themselves how 
changes in technology and in-
ternational politics would affect 
higher education. 
To provide some of the 
answers they sought, Haaland 
and Pal.mer began planning a 
conference that would involve 
some of the most respected 
scholars in the world. 
On October 23, 25 and 26, 
some of the leading authorities 
in education from around the 
world will converge on the New 
England Center to present their 
views. The participants will 
include college presidents, phi-
losophers, theologians, social 
historians, as well as experts 
in the fields of information 
technology, biotechnology, and 
economics. 
"We wanted renowned scho-
lars who had something to say, 
and not just academic leader~," 
said Paul Brockelm·an, UNH 
philosophy professor and ex-
ecutive director of the sympo-
sium. "This conference marks 
the beginning of UNH really 
starting to move," he added. 
Bringing together such a 
diverse group will yield valuable 
ideas and insight into the future 
of universities, he said. 
A welcoming address by Haa-
EDUCATION, page 10 
South African 
policy upheld 
By W. Glenn Stevens 
President Gordon Haaland 
reaffirmed the University's 
commitment to monitor com-
panies ' having links with both 
UNH and South Africa. -
According to Haaland, 
UNH's policy of "selective 
divestment" adopted last 
summer by UNH trustees still 
holds true. Haaland said the 
policy is broken up into two 
parts. UNH will only buy stock 
or do business with companies 
that comply with the Sullivan 
principles. 
See related story page 3 
The Sullivan Principles were 
established as a code of conduct 
for US companies in South 
Africa, calling for the racial 
desegregation of work facilities, 
a greater number of black 
workers in management pos·i-
tions, and the improvement of 
the quality of life for workers 
outside the workplace. 
The principles were designed 
to pressure the South African 
government to end apartheid. 
In addition to supporting the 
policy of selective divestment, 
H aaland said he is anxious to 
promote the dissemination of 
information about South Africa. 
UNH student groups have re-
cently been protesting UNH 
investment in companies deal-
ing with South Africa. 
H aaland, who helped cham-
pion the South African Sympo-
sium at the MUB on Tuesday, 
said, "Obviously the University 
is a place where discussions of 
these things should take place." 
While Haaland said he was 
encouraged with the "diverse 
6roup" of panalists at the sym-
posium on Tuesday he said he 
was "sort of disappointed in the 
questions asked." . 
"People didn't take the time 
to listen befo;-e they asked 
questions,'' said Haaland. 
When asked what he thought 
of a shack built by protesters 
in fro_nt of Thompson Hall, 
Haaland said, "I think it has 
made a point," but added that 
it may be time for the structure's 
removal. 
See the new. 
Fashion Section 
on pages 15 and 16 
Paul Brockelman (left) and Stuart Palmer are two key organizers 
of next week's conference on the future of higher education. 
(Cindy Rich photo) 
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Chewing tobacco and snuff have harmful effects 
By Cynthya Cumings 
Between innings of the Red 
Sox and Yankee game, Channel 
Four pauses for a station break. 
Carlton Fisk pops onto the TV 
screen dressed in a Chicago 
White Sox uniform and says, 
"Just a pinch between your 
cheek and gum and you'll enjoy 
that pure tobaccq flavor." 
. As they did with cigarettes, 
tobacco companies are now 
trying to equate the dipping of 
snuff with the lifestyle of the 
robust · individual. Many people 
view snuff as a clean, healthy 
alternative to cigarette smoking 
"If I see one of my players 
with it, I am not going to argue 
about it. But when he shows up 
for the next practice he'll find 
his locker cleaned out," said Ted 
Conner, varsity baseball coach 
at UNH. 
"This doesn ' t mean they 
won't do it, they just won't do. 
it in front of me. I am definitely 
opposed to the use of chewing 
tobacco and snuff. There's been 
enough research to prove that 
it is harmful." continued 
Conner. . 
"We don't know how much · 
oral cancer is caused by snuff. 
But we do know that each year 
we have about 29,000 new cases 
of oral cancer and 9,000 deaths 
in this country. Tobacco of one 
kind or another is believed to 
account for about 70 percent of 
it"" said Dr. Gregory Connolly, 
d1recror of dental health for the 
Massachussetts Department of 
Public Health. 
Scientists at a re-
cent 'hearing in 
M assachussetts 
said the link be-
. tween snuff and 
_oral cancer is un-
disputable. 
Sean Marsee of Ada, Oklaho-
111 a was 12 when he began 
Jipping snuff. During his senior 
year of high school, this track 
superstar developed a red sore 
w i rh a hard white core on his 
rongue, apparently caused by 
dipping into nearly 10 cans a 
week as was his custom. 
Sean, who ran five miles a day 
six months of the year, bad part 
of his tongue removed on May 
16, 1983. The cancer spread. 
i, 1wer jaw removed. He lay in 
,t hospital with a breathing tube 
in his nose and a feeding tube 
in his throat. 
Sean Marsee died February 
:24, 1984. He was only 18 years 
old. 
Despite the overwhelming 
evidence of the harmful effects 
of smokeless tobacco, no warn-
ing label is required by law to 
•tppear on the product in forty 
11ine of the fifty states. All 
cigarettes are required to bear 
rhe label: · 
Warning: The Surgeon 
General Has Determined 
That Ciagette Smoking 
ls Dangerous to You Health 
. Critics, concerned about the 
t i..::e nage audience, banned ci-
.t;arette advertising from radio 
,tnd television. There exists no 
~uch banns for smokeless tobac-
co. 
Between 1972 and 1984, U.S. 
Tobacco Company's TV adver-
rising rose from $800,000 to $6 · 
million. In 1971, the company 
sold 13,275 pounds of the moist 
. smokeless tobacco, and in 1983 
) 1,300 pounds were sold. The 
.iJvertising paid off. 
It is estimated that there are 
.., ix co 10 million consumers of 
snuff,and sales are rising by 
eight percent annually. 
Depending on the amount of 
snuff an individual uses, Dur-
ham dentist Bruce Bragdon 
D.M.D., says it is easy to tell who 
uses it by looking in their mouth .. 
"Ir causes a thickening of plaque, 
and a callus is formed on the 
gum called leukoplakia." 
Doctors estimate that be-
tween three percent and six 
percent of the leukoplakia even-
tually become cancerous. 
On ]tine 20, Sean underwent 
a second operation to remove 
~tll the lympnodes, muscles and 
blood vessels (except the life-
supporting carotroid artery) in 
rhe right side of his neck. That 
same month, Sean could not be 
present to receive Talihina High 
School's Most Outstanding Ath-
lete Award. 
I a mes Rosenthal of the W a-
.i h~ngf on Monthly told of a study 
L"1>Dducted in Oregon high 
· ~,_twols that revealed "23 per-
<" l'!H of all tenth graders dipped 
:-;nuff regularly - a greater per-
1..l'ntage than those who smoked 
cigarettes." 
This student is one of an increasing number of young snuff 
users. (Tim Leavy photo) , 
:' 'lrchase cigarettes, but the bill 
,,j not include smokeless to-
· . . ' l .: l). I 
The Surgeon General has 
determined that smokeless to-
bacco does indeed pose a cancer 
threat. Scientists at a recent 
hearing in Massachussetts said . 
the link between sm~ff and oral 
cancer (the nations's seventh 
leading cause of cancer death) 
_is undisputable. 
In October, signs of the ma-
Martin's Food Center, Town 
.111J Campus, and Jodi's Party 
..inJ Beverage Center, all carry 
wide varieties of smokeless 
;ubacco. Larry from Jodi's said, 
"We try not to sell it to little 
kids, but we do not have any set 
age limit." 
"There are no laws regarding 
age limit on the sale of tobacco 
iu New Hampshire at the pres-
t:m time,'' said Dick Compsock, 
Jirector of Collection Division 
for che State of NH. Compsock 
(ired a bill that was introduced 
al the last session of the legis-
Ltture requiting an individual 
[,J be at least 18 years of age to 
~ .0:.tch Conner said he could 
,·.::-.dy see why the use of snuff 
• ,:-, ::,O widespread, "We all do 
, : 1.1t we see people we admire 1 ignancy cropped up, one at the 
base of his brain and the other 
Jow n his back. By the end of 
November Sean had his right 
American's body washes . 
up on shore 
The body of slain American. Leon Klinghoffe"r 
washed up on shore near the Syrian port of Tartus 
this week and was possitively identified by US 
embassy officials last Wednesday. 
The four Palestinians who hijacked the Italian 
luxury liner Achille Lauro last week have been 
charged with the murder of the 69-year-old New 
York man. 
Sex a felony 
. In San Antonio, Texas having sex is a felony, 
but only for AIDS victims. 
The city health department hand-delivered letters 
to 14 AIDS victims warning that sexual activity 
would result in felony charges. 
The letters also ordered the victims to avoid 
exposing others to the disease through sharing 
needles or donating blood or plasma, and to caution 
doctors and dentists with whom they come in contact. 
Cardinals to battle 
Royals in World Series 
The Kansas City Royals will meet the St. Louis 
Cardinals for the coveted Worid Series title which 
begins this Saturday. 
Strikers heat up at 
Seabrook 
Abouc 2,500 workers at the Seabrook Nuclear 
Power Plant went on strike Wednesday because 
of what chey claim are unfair labor practices by 
the plants management. ' 
The strike was prompted by the layoff of 100 
workers at the nearly completed plant. 
Outstanding women. 
It's that time of year again when Glamour 
magazine looks for ten outstanding young women 
for their 1986 Top Ten College Women's compe-
tition. 
UNH women can try to achieve fame by consulting 
a Glamour magazine. 
Man versus beaver 
The time has come for Dover town officials 'to 
formerly engage in beaver warfare. Beavers have 
knocked power lines down twice in the last week 
resulting in power outages for Dover residents. 
Public Service Company of New Hampshire has 
now decided to meet with che beavers on their home 
ground, and has decided to bring in the state Fish 
and Game Department. Fish and Game will try 
to relocate the beavers to a "less charged" 
environmen:r, according to officials. 
0, '· A kid sees his favorite ball 
sc..1r with a wad in his cheek, the 
kiJ wants to do it too." 
Local record store uses 
warning labels 
Rock Bottom Records on Congress Street in 
Portsmouth are placing bright or1.nge and black 
warning labels on the front of over 1,200 albums. 
The labels which read "Warning: This record 
may possess.lyrical content. For that reason caution 
should be exercised when playing it for persons 
over 15 years of age." are tongue in cheek. 
Kevin Guyer, owner and manager of Rock Bottom, 
does not think the Senate's committee hearing on 
the topic of record warning labels is a lauglting 
matter. 
Guyer said it is "an extremely dangerous area" 
and that he is against any legislated warning system. 
Help for -eating disorders 
Students with an eating disorder will soon be 
able to seek help in Durham .. 
Susan Cote, a nurse practitioner, will soon be 
opening an eating disorder center for troubled eaters 
at 3 Madbury Road, Durham. 
-Correction 
In the story about the South African teach-out 
lase Tuesday, the group that organized ir was the 
People for a Free South Africa, not Students for 
a Free South Africa. 
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Shanty to stay up 
over the weekend 
By Jon Kinson 
Surrounded by the brick struc-
tures, freshly groomed lawns 
and geometrically placed walk-
ways, the compilation of scrap 
wood covered with posters and 
plastic can not be missed. 
The shanty, which was built 
by the People for a Free South 
Africa (PFSA), will stay up 
through the weekend and pos-
sibly longer. 
"When che shanty went up 
on October 7th, we were in 
contact with the administration 
and they gave us permission to 
have the shanty up for one 
week," said Mike Daley, a 
member of PFSA. 
The PFSA had decided to 
keep the structure through the 
weekend in hopes that parents 
and ocher visitors on campus 
for Parents' Weekend will no-
tice the shanty and rake interest 
in the situation in South Africa. 
"On Sunday night we (the 
PFSA) will decide if we want 
to keep the shanty up," said Rick 
Kohn, one of the original four 
members of PFSA. 
"The ball is in their court. The 
administration has not publi-
cally come out and made clear 
their stand on divestment and 
some members of the group 
believe the shanty should stay 
up until this issue is resolved; 
until the statement is made. 
We've made our stance known. 
They haven't," said Daley. 
The decision to keep the 
shanty up beyond the permitted 
time (one week) was a decision 
made by the group an~ again 
will be made on Sunday. Daley 
and Kohn agree that they have 
reservations with the admin-
istration, saying "that they (the 
administration) are making the 
issue to be the shanty and if it 
should stay up and not the issue 
of divestment itself." 
The group, which publically 
admits it is split on certain issues 
including the length of time the 
shanty will stand, is, however, 
focused upon three main issues: 
that the University System of 
New Hampshire trustees im-
mediately divest from all com-
panies which do business in 
South Africa; to increase aware-
ness of South Africa and other 
oppressed areas; and to remain 
non-violent and non-
destructive. 
· The shanty; which the PFSA 
officially named the Stephen 
Bantu Biko Inhumanities Li-
brary after a black student who 
was beaten to d'eath while in 
police custody in South Africa, 
represents the living conditions 
of many blacks in South Afri_ca. 
UNH-CIID court 
case postponed 
By Andrea Holbrook 
A two-year-old court case 
between the University of New 
Hampshire, a UNH professor, 
and four employees of the now 
defunct Center for Industrial 
and Institutional Development 
(CIID), scheduled to begin 
October 15 in the Strafford 
County Superior Court House, 
has been postponed. 
The $1.4 million suit filed by 
UNH was slated for~ two week 
trial. A $4 million countersuit 
filed by the defendants was to 
be heard at the same rime. 
According to Donald Good-
now, Clerk of Court, the trial 
has been postponed at the 
request of both parties' attor-
neys because they said they 
needed more time to prepare_ 
their cases. Goodnow said he 
expected to slate the case for 
a June 1986 trial dace. 
The University originally 
filed the case onJuly 7, 1981 and 
according to the defendants' 
attorney Thomas Donovan, the 
parties have been trying· to 
negotiate an out-of-court set-
tlement. UNH's lawyer, Tho-
mas Flygare, said complexities 
in the case have delayed the 
court case. 
The defendants are repres-
ented by Donovan and Mathias 
Reynolds, whose practices are 
based in Manchester. Flygare 
· is a general counsel for the 
University System of New 
Hamphsire. 
UNH filed the suit alleging 
the CIID employees, Donald 
Moore, Harold Noel, Audrey 
Savage, and John Haskell, and 
two corporations, the Durham 
Institute and the Durham In-
stitute, Irie., were in breach of 
contract, breach of fiduciary 
(crust) duty, and interference 
with contractual relationships. 
According to Flygare, UNH 
alleges the employees of CIID 
breached their contract by di-
verting business to Durham 
Institute and Durham Institute, 
Inc., and also that they consulted 
outside the sphere of CUD. 
Flygare said the UNH suit 
also daims John Haskell, CUD 
director, did not keep the Uni-
versity informed of the state of 
the corporation's financial af-
fairs, thus breaching his fidu-
ciary duty. 
Also named was UNH Pro-
fessor Louis Klotz of the Civil 
Engineering department, who 
is alleged to have used CIID 
funds for family trips. 
The countersuit filed by the 
four employees of CIID and 
Klotz claims the University 
officials damaged their profes-
sional reputations by making 
these allegations and in doing 
so held them up to public 
ridicule. The countersuit also 
claims that the University sup-
pressed information and com-
mitted libel by publishing and 
circulating false material. 
CUD was created to provide 
a consulting service to business 
and industry, acting as a liason 
between the private and public 
sectors. It also provided research 
. and consulting opportunities 
for professors. 
Donovan said Klotz rook 
advantage of his opportunity, 
and this might have allowed 
Klotz access to CIID money. 
Klotz was not and never had 
been employed by CUD. 
According to Flygare, of the 
five people named ~n the suit 
only Klotz is still employeed 
by the University. 
CIID' s work is now handled 
by the Consulting Center, which 
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The shack built by anti-apartheid protesters to symbolize living conditions il! South Africa. 
(Bill Germann photo) 
Price increase causes furor 
By Francoise von Trapp 
A 10 percent price increase 
at the MUB cafeteria has 
spurred controversy among 
students. 
But while some are appalled 
at the increase, others still feel 
the MUB is the best deal in 
town. 
· According to Jeff Onore, 
director of the Memorial Union 
Building, the cafeteria changes 
prices on a yearly basis. Every 
summer, a cost analysis is con-
ducted and this year it was 
apparent that a increase would 
be necessary. 
"Our costs go up the same as 
any other food service," Onore 
said. "The difference is we wait 
a little longer to raise the 
prices." 
Sophomore Frank Pfosi dis-
agrees. "It seems l~ke they're 
doing it for a profit. It has to 
be profitable when they charge 
$1.35 for a microscopic bowl of 
salad, and charge 30 cents for 
a teaspoon of cream cheese." 
· Pfosi said that he thought 
prices were high in comparison 
to restaurants who were work-
ing for a profit. He said he 
expected restaurants to charge 
more than the MUB. 
"I don't chink we can be 
judged purely as a business 
operation," Onore said. 
Onore said the Pub's purpose 
is not to make a p_rofit, but to 
benefit the students." The PUB 
must, however, have to remain 
in the black. Any prof it is put 
towards new equipment. 
Generally speaking, Onore 
said "It's still the cheapest place 
in town to eat." He added there 
is no tax, no tips, and commuters 
are enc"ouraged to congregate 
rather than to move on. 
'.'They're not trying to soak 
you," said senior John Richards. 
He said coffee prices have not 
changed. 
Senior Mark Goodreau said 
he had not noticed a ~hange in 
prices, but subs were smaller 
then they used to be. 
'Tve notice a startling in-
crease in burger costs," said 
senior Gary Goodreau. 
"I don't think the issue is that 
the MUB food service is too 
expensive," said Onore. "Some 
people just don't like the rise 
in certian items. 
It seems as though the main 
subjects of contention are the 
soups and the salad bar. 
"Why pay 95 cents for a bowl 
of soup when you can buy a can 
for 50 cents?" said Pfosi. "It 
seems as though you can get as 
good a meal in town as you can 
at the MUB and it's more 
economical in town." 
"I don't eat there anymore,:· 
said Pfosi, "I just go to the 
Bagelry." 
In the case of suop and salad, 
Pfosi is correct. Although the 
Pub operates a salad bar, serv-
ings are not unlimited and the 
bowl is small. At the Bagelry, 
a salad of comparable size is 
$1.05. The Common Market 
charges $1.25 and Young's 
Restaurant charges $1.00. Bread 
and Butter Deli sells their salad ' 
by weight--$1.99 per pound. 
In response to complaints 
about salads, Onore said they 
had been losing money on the 
deal because of the talent some 
stupents had at building enor-
mous salads .. He said they were 
forced to raise the cost. 
The MUB Cafeteria charges 
85 cents for an eight ounce bowl 
of soup and $1.45 for the same 
size chili. Bread and Butter Deli 
gets 99 cents for a 12 ounce 
serving of chili with cheese or 
clam chowder and $1.49 for 16 
ounces. The Common Market 
offers three different sizes. Soup 
is 85 cents, $1.35 and $1.65 for 
8, 12, and 16 ounces respectively. 
Bagels, however, are definate-
ly not a deal at the MUB 
Cafeteria. Each bagel costs 35 
cents and a tablespoon of cream 
chesse is 30 cents extra. The 
Bagelry charges 28_ cents per 
MUBPUB, page·21 
Andrea Morrison grabs a break between classes in the MUB 
pub. (Cindy Rich photo) . 
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New faculty for honors program next semester 
By Michelle Bolduc 
- N i n e t e _e n n e w fa c u 1 t y 
members will teach Honors 
courses next semester because 
only three of the professors will 
return to teach in the program. 
"Our aim is to involve 
different faculty members on 
a rotating basis," said Dr. Robert 
Menne!, Director of the Honors 
Program. 
The three returning professors 
will teach either the same course 
or the second half of a course 
offered this fall. 
"We have to be careful," said 
Menne! "'Y/e don't want the 
honors program to be seen as 
.grabbing all the faculty 
members so people will say they 
just teach honors courses." 
"We want highly regarded 
members of the facutly to teach 
in the honors program," he said. 
This semester Dr. Manley 
Irwin, Professor of Economics 
anq Administration, and recip-
ient of the University Distin-
broaden their interests, accord-
ing to Heald. ARA consists of 
guished Teaching A ward, is 
teaching Honors 404, a seminar 
on new economies. Next semes-
ter Dr. Allen Linden, Associate 
Professor of history, who also 
won the award, wil teach an 
honors course. 
Menne! said one or two pro-
fessors who have won the award 
will teach in the program each 
semester. 
The Deans of the six different 
colleges and the Honors Com-
mittee suggest faculty members 
to teach in the program, said 
Menne!. 
The honors committee has 
a member from each college, 
two members are from Liberal 
Arts because it has the most 
Honors courses offered and it 
is a large school. There is also 
a representative from the ad-
missions, registrars and student 
affairs off ices and a elected 
student representative. 
This committee is divided 
into three subcommittees; cur-
riculum development, develop-
ment, admissions-academic 
standards and student acuvmes. 
The full vommittee met last 
spring and plan to meet togeth-
er again at the end of the 
semester. 
Progress letters were sent to 
all faculty members last January 
and at the end of last year by 
the committee to report on the 
status of the program and to 
invite suggestions or advice. 
Menne! said the top priority 
this year is the development of 
an honors major and getting 
credit for work in advance level 
honors courses. 
He is discussing these plans 
with the deans of the different 
colleges. 
Menne! is also working with 
the development office to start 
such programs as scholarships 
for honors students and to get 
even more support for the first-
year program. 
Jeff Door, a freshman History 
major who was admitted under 
the Early Admissions Program, 
HONORS, page 10 
Pat Schweickart teaching an introduction to critical analysis 
course for honors students. (Cindy Rich photo) 
Durham's elderly 
keeping active 
. By Charlene Cloney 
"I don't want to stagnate, and 
unless you' re always searching 
to learn more, you stagnate and 
you can't afford to stand still, 
there's so much to learn," says 
Mary Booth, 81, as she scurrys 
around her tiny kitchen prepar-
ing supper. -
population. In general, people 
over 65 years of age are active, 
healthy and have positive at-
titudes about life, according to 
Karl Pilemar PhD., a Research 
Scientist in the Family Research 
Laboratory at the University of 
New Hampshire. 
Some of the 75 members who meet at the Active Retirement Association health and fitness 
class, a program devised at UNH. (Cindy Rich photo) 
She chats through the meal, 
occasionally asking the time, 
her wildflower class begins at 
7 p .m. "I have a friend who 
?-'on't do anything because she 
is too old, she's 77 or 78·. She 
decided to be old," says Mary 
sadly. "She says people my age 
shouldn't go out at night, but 
you have to go out at night, 
there's so much going on. You 
use um' or you lose um', your 
mind and body." 
Mary's philosophy is not 
uncommon amongst the elderly 
According to Pilemar, only 
five percent of those in their 
golden years are in nursing 
homes. The well-known srereo-
type of older people "sitting in 
their rocking chairs until they 
die," just does not hold true . 
Studies show that people of 
retirement age rate high in · 
levels of life satisfaction, espe-
cially those who are married. 
Also, theories indicate the level 
of life satisfaction for the elderly 
increases as their activity does. 
"Activity is my life, why 
should I stop now?" ,says Mary, 
who is a deaconess at Durham 
Community Church, a 20 year 
member of the Board· of Direc-
tors of the W odd for the Young 
Women's Christian Association 
(YWCA), and a journalisr for 
"The Transcript." In addition, 
Mary is among several in the 
area who partake in the activ-
ities for senior citizens. 
·---------------------------~ 
I COUPON SPECIAL I 
RESUMES COPIES ~ 
INCLUDES TYPING ENVELOPES N 




-ALL PRINTING ORDERS 
DISCOUNT. 8¢ PHOTOCOPIES 
RED ST AR SPECIAL * 
ANY ORDER RECEIPT WITH RED STAR WILL RECEIVE 
AN ADDITIONAL CREDIT TOWARD PURCHASE OF 
$2.00 
STUDENTS! 
I WHEN YOV NEED COPIES 
1 · _aa.. THINK . I .., CAMPUS COPY I PRINTING 
I 47 MAIN STREET DURHAM NH L _________ J~~~~~~~~~~!~~~---J 
Cinnamon Raisin • · Onion • Rye • Sall • Pumpernickel 
Sesame • Plain • Poppy • Whole Wheat • Egg • Oatmeal • Garlic 
I Welcome Parents for Parents Weekend! I 
Great sandwiches, soups, quiche 
& desserts 
19 Market St/Commercial Alley 
Portsmouth 431-5853 
Mon-Fri 8 am-5:30 pm 
Sat 8 am-5 pm 
Sun 8 am-3 pm Durham Shopping Center 
Durham 868-1424 
Mon-Fri 7 am-7 pm 
Sai 7 am-6 pm 
Sun 8 am-7 pm 
Seventy-five of Durham's 
elderly are involyed in the 
Active Retirement Association 
(ARA), according ro Frank 
Heald, assistant coordinator of 
ARA. The purposes of the 
association is to enhance the 
quality 6f life for retirees who 
are interested in keeping intel-
lectually alert and want to 






Stephen J. Little M. Ed 
603-430-8881 
Sepcialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 
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Parking ordinances· passed 
By Ed Garland 
The Durham Board of Select-
men have pass.ed-two parking 
ordinances to prohibit parking 
on designated areas of Edgewod 
Road and Strafford Avenue. 
Both ordinances will go into 
effect as soon as signs are 
posted. 
According to Selectman Anne 
Goodman, the Board received 
complaints about parked cars 
blocking bikeways and travel-
ways on Edgewood Road. Good-
man said people maneuvered 
around "travel lanes to avoid 
the parked cars." 
One ordinance states parking 
will be prohibited on both the 
west side of Edgewood Road 
between the Main Street and 
Madbury Road intersections and 
on the east side of the street, 
beginning at the Main Street 
intersection and continuing 
north for 442 feet. 
Parking will also be forbidden 
on Edgewood's east side be-
tween 7 am and 6 pm where 
posted. There will be no parking 
on the north corner of the 
Strafford Avenue intersection 
and continuing north for 15 feet 
where the 7 am to 6 pm restric-
.tion resumes again opposite the 
Davis A venue intersection. 
The Strafford A venue Exten-
sion ordinance prohibits park-
ing on both sides of the street, 
extending from the Edgewood 
Road intersection to the west 
entrance of UNH' s D-J - - -1-= ~ -
lot. 
An illegally parked car on Edgewood Road. (Edmund Mander1 
photo) 
The \ best wa_y to reach 
10,000 people is through the 
classifieds 
,-----------.-------~-------------------------
~nol-FOr Sale ~Help Wanted -Services -Housing 
-Lost a Found .!Rides -Travel -Yard Sales -Spa!ls 
The New ~pshire 
RATES: $1.00 for 40 words per:tnsertion 
Each additional run: $1.00 
All ads MUST be prepaid 













7:00 & 9:30 pm 
ADMISSION: ONLY $1.00 
in the MUB, Strafford Room 
Starring Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman 
1CALENDAR· 
FRIO'A Y, OCTOBER 18 
PARENT'S WEEKEND 
FRIDAY'S AT NOON: University Theater Workshop, 
Auditioning Do's and Don'ts Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
Noon - 1 p.m. Follow-up, 3 to 5 p.m. Open to entire UNH 
community. 
CROSS COUNTRY: Women vs. UCONN/PC, 3 p.m. 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: Issues in Islamic 
Revivalism; Pakistan, John Esposito, College of the Holy 
Cross. Forum Room, Liorary, 4 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Homecoming," Johnson 
The ate r, Pa u 1 A _r ts, 8 p. m .· Stu -
dents/Employees/ Alumni/Seniors $4, General $5. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: The Writer's Obligation 
to Truth (Verite, Verisimilitude, History, and Fact) John 
Yount, English Department. A noted novelist t:xamines the 
evolution of a real-life experience into the printed page. 
What Changes? Why? Strafford Room, Memorial lfnion, 
8p.m. 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER19 
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Massachusetts, noon. 
FOOTBALL: Men vs. Lehigh, 1 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Homecoming," Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
Students/Employees/Alumni/Seniors, $4, General $5. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20 
SEACOAST . NEW HAMPSHIRE MUSIC TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION (NHMTA) RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, 
Paul Arts, 2 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: "Casablanca," Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 
7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2. 
UNH WIND SYMPHONY: Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. · 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21 
GERMAN FILM SERIES: "Stroszek," Room 110 Murkland, 
7:30 p.m. Free. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Aristotle, R. Valentine 
Dusek, Philosophy. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. 
FRIDAYS AT NOON: Follow-up audition workshops. Paul 
Arts, M-212, 12:30 - 2 p.m. · 
STUDENT RECITAL #1: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
1 p.m. · 
TENNIS: Women vs. Connecticut, 3 p.m. 
SOCCER: Men vs. Boston University, 3:00 p.m. 
SYMPOSIUM: "High-Tech Develo_ements in N.H.", Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 1 to 9 p.m. Coq:~()rate displays 
of hardware and software, 1 to 5 p.m. Dinner, $7 per person, 
5 to 6 p.m. followed by speakers discussing NH's prepa~edness · · 
to compete in the globafhigh-tech market. j 
WILLIAM REEVE: Percussion, CANCELLED. 




Amalie 10-40 Motor 
Oil 
.99¢ per quart with 
this ad 
no limit, valid Durham_ store only 
Your complete auto parts headqu~rters spe-
cializing for the do-it-yourself er 
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NOTICES - . 
ACADEMIC 
$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP: The Wesley Powell and 
Beverly Swain Powell Scholarship is open to full 
time undergraduate students with an interest in 
public service as demonstrated by course of study 
and participation in related extra-curricular 
activities on al,'ld off campus. Financial need will 
be considered. Applications available at Financia,l 
Aid Office, Thompson Hall. Deadline, November 
1, 1985. 
OVERSEAS POST: Sponsored by French Depart-
ment. English language teaching assistantship 
in a French secondary school available. Graduating 
seniors with a strong background in French are 
invited to submit applications by noon, November 
15, 1985. Information in French Department, Room 
102, Murkland. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
RECEPTION HONORING WOMEN'S ATHLET-
ICS: Sponsored by UNH Commission on the Status 
of Women. Join the Commission for this reception 
for the UNH Field Hockey Team's game against 
UMass which follows at noon. Saturday, October 
19, Alumni Room, New Hampshire Hall, 10:30 
a.m. to noon. · 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MEETING: Tuesdays, 
Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 12:30. All 
are welcome. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade for Christ. Tuesday October 22, Room 
207, Ho~ton, 7 p.m. All are welcomed to join in 
the fun. 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: Hear the inside story of El Salvador, from 
speaker Arnoldo Ramos, delegate from opposition 
organization of El Salvador (the FMCN-FDR). 
Tuesday, October 22, Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. 
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB & TEAM TRAIN-
ING OKA): Training daily for anyone interested. 
Monday and Wednesday, 6 to 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday 
and Thursday, 6:30 to 7:30 a.m.; Saturday, 10 to 
11 a.m. in New Hampshire Hall Stage. Call 862-
2031, Recreational Sports, for more information. 
CAREER 
INTERNATIONAL CAREER NIGHT: Sponsored 
by Career Planning and Placement. Interested in 
becoming an International -------? A panel of · 
current/former international professionals will 
talk about their backgrounds and give advice on 
how to launch your career in international work. 
Panelists: International Business, Government, 
Im.port/Export, Foreign Service Peace Corps. 
Tuesday, October 22, Alumni Center, 7 p.m. 
WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN ART?: 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. 
Presentation will cover academic requirements 
in the arts major and career possibilities upon 
graduation. Thursday, October 24, Merrimack 
Room, Memorial Union, noon to 1 p.m. 
HEALTH 
COUNSELING FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES: Spon-
sored by Health Education Center, Health Services. 
Counseling regarding women's issues is available. 
Body Image, relationships, independ-
ence/dependence. Wednesday, Lower Lev~l, Hood 
House, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Call 862-3823 for an 
appointment. 
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsored 
by Health Education Center. Discussion o.f how 
alcohol affects perceptions and decision making. 
Monday, October 21, Christensen, 8:30 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. · 
ACADEMIC SERVICES: Registration is required. 
Call 862-3527 or stop by Room 2E, Sroke Hall 
Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH 
personnel. All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster 
Classroom u.1less otherwise indicated. 
CUSTOMIZING YOUR VMS ENVIRONMENT 
(VMS)-1,2: Courst covers the basic use of DIGITAL 
Command Language (DCL) to customize your 
VAX/VMS working environment. Emphasis is 
on creating LOGIN.COM files and construction 
of files contain '. ; · 1 ;~ sequences of commands that 
are often used U.urir:g terminal sessions, to save 
keystrokes. Monday, October 21 and Wednesday, 
October 23 from 2 to 4 p.m. $6 fee. 
LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: System 
1032 (VMS) for System 1022 Programmers is the 
topic ~f t~is seminar .. Programmers will be taught 
the prmc1ples necessary co convert from working 
in System 1022 to System 1032. The coverage 
assumes at least beginner-level experience in using 
the VMS operating system. Friday, October 25 from 
2 to 4 p.m. 
SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER: These 
microcomputer skill building sessions include hands-
on instruction on various aspects of microcomputers. 
Registration is not required but space is limited. 
Call 862-2249. Cost is $15 for each session. All 
hands-on instr.uction is available in McConnell 
Hall, Room 104C from 10 a.m. to noon. 
MOUSE-ING AROUND: Learn how to operate 
this cursor control device in the DOS Unix and 
Macintosh environments. Monday, October 21. 
LOTUS 1-2-3: This will be a three part session. 
In Part !. you will learn how to build, edit and print 
a headsheet. The graphics feature will be covered 
in Part 2, and you will be shown how to build, sort 
and query a sample database in Part 3. Tuesday~ 
Wednesday and Thursday, October 22, 23, and 24. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25: Open session only for 
those people who have participated in a session 
and wish to practice their new skills. 
GENERAL 
STUDENT PAYCHECKS: Checks may be picked 
at the MUB Ticket Office, Monday-Friday from 
10 ~.m. co 4 p.m. On payroll Fridays, they will be 
available on the MUB Balcony between 7:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. · 
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS FOR 
"THE CRUCIBLE": Directed by Nora Hussey. 
A~ditions open t_o· all UNH students. The play 
will be produced 1ff February, and is already sold 
out to season ticket holders . Monday, November 
4 and Wednesday, November 6, Hennessy Theater, 
Paul Arts, 5 to 8:30 p.m. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Non-Traditional Student Program. Designed 
for the student who has had a variety of life and 
work experiences. Tuesday, October 22, Underwood 
House, 17 Rosemary Lane, 12:30 to 2 p.m. For more 
information and to R.S.V.P., call 862-3647. 
·;***************************** ***** ~-~-.ll)-ts•i:s.-.~-ts-ll);i:D.~-ts-t) * TASk TIP OF THE DAY ~ i ~ ~ . In preparing for problem-solving exams, it is important to work through : '~ ~ 
Jt ~a.ny problems. Don't spend all of your study time on a few very * t " ~ d1ff1cult problems. You should also do many of the easier ones until * ~- We I come r 
you are certain of your ability. · * f: K 
t**********************************~f K r. ~ " \\' 
f G 
The following .stickers are now 
appearing 
c Mom c G C 0 ~ 
' ' At Rock Bottom Records 
WARNING 
This record may possess lyrical 
content. For that reason. caution 
should be exercised when playing 
it for persons over 15 yrs. of age. 
ROCK BOTTOM 
'RECORDS 
29 Congress Street 
Portsmouth N.H. 
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ROTC cadets have 
field training 
Ii ' Lorn Henderson 
() n the weekend of October 
.::, 9 students participated in 
I. ·· my ROTC's fall Field Train-
111g Exercise (FTX). 
The FTX, held at Pawtuck-
" w;,iy State Park in Nottingham, 
w:.1s. more than playing_ Army. 
Besides the expected training, 
s rudents tried their hands at 
ra pelling, Individual Tactical 
Training (ITT) and orienteer-
ing. Students were bound by a 
sense of common purpose. Jun-
iur Cindy Hamilton identified 
ir when she said it "forces you 
rv meet people and then work 
closely with them toward a 
l·ummon goal." 
Cadets also applied classroom 
management training to real-
wurld situations. Senior cadets 
· irganized the weekend. Junior 
,· .tJets rotated leadership po-
-. iriuns daily and were respon-
·,ible for the general welfare an~ 
111urale of their comrades. Some 
l · .. .Jets were there to learn basic 
1 tl i Ii tary skills and to get a better 
ide:.1 of a potential career. 
f riday afternoon, everyone 
~1ad the common goal of setting 
up camp. ("bivouacing" in Army 
prgon) Company Commanders 
Carol Cronauer and Joel Bassett 
instructed students on a wide 
variety of aspects of field-living, 
i1:ciuding keeping clean, eating 
i 1ght, and setting up tents 
'-·urrectly. 
;\fter "chow formation " 
t 11~re were classes, on handli~g 
prisoners, and how to move 
Mound without being seen or 
heard. Lights out was at 2300 
hours. ( 11 p.m. civilian time.) 
Saturday morning saw five 
dL)Zen pairs of half-conscious 
eyes searching for the missing 
-by light. . 
It was found two hours later 
just over the horizon. By then, 
t:\'eryone was. either racing 
.1(roS? rope bridges or hiking 
up Middle Mountain, compass 
; n hand, searching ' for their 
point". 
ln rope bridging class, cadets 
!eJrned how to construct and 
" ~ipervise construction of a fifty 
l ll U_l one rope bridge. The ex-
c:ruse culminated in a race to 
tinJ the fastest rope walker. 
.1 unior Rick Betourne won 
,:rossing in 7.2 seconds. ' 
The mountain hike alias 
~ bnd-navigation", enco~raged 
t.tirh in the cadets' ability and 
t.·umpass use. The goal is to 
t ndve from one wooded point 
tu another, to another, to ano-
CADETS, page 21 
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Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
until 11:30 om 
Fish and Chips 
$1.99 
SPECIAL 
... and all your 
, __ ,,deep-fried favorites! 
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Representative 
misses meetings 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
No student senate represen-
tatives were present a t the 
Durham selectmen meeting last 
week, when selectmen discussed 
the Dimond Library and parking 
problems. 
The two items were not 
included in the meeting 
agenda , and Durham 
Town/Government.Relations 
Coordinator Jim Griffith was 
not forewarned that the two 
issues would be discussed. 
Student Body President 
Deane Ethier has instructed that 
Griffith or a delegate attend all 
meetings in the future. 
"When I picked up the select-
man agenda, if nothing on it 
concerned students, then Jim 
did not go," said Students for 
the University C~air~an, Jay 
Ablondi. 
Griffith has not attended any 
of the meetings since Sep-
tember, and has "not contacted 
anyone of the Board of Select-
man," according to Ann Good-
man, chairwoman of the Dur-
ham Board of Selectman. · 
"It was due to personal com-
mitments. I could not make the 
meetings," Griffith said. When 
asked about contacting the 
selectman, Griffith said he 
Ethier said she was not aware 
that Griffith- had not attended 
meetings, but added that he is 
not bound by the constitution 
to do so. 
"He will remain in his posi-
tion," Ethier said. "I took it all 
along that someone was attend-
ing the selectman meetings. 
However, from now on some-
one will be there. If Jim cannot 
make it, a student representative 
will go," she said. 
Griffith added, "I feel guilty 
about not going but as soon as 
personal commitments are out 
of the way, I will go every week." 
I 
intended to send selectmen "a Jim Griffith 
cover letter" last week, but had 
been delayed." 
. I 
'~~· ~·~·~ ... ~·~-~-~·~·~·~· ~·~:-I~·~· ~·~· ~·~· ~·~·~·..,·-.~· ..... ~· ~·~·~·· ~··· ~·· ~·· ~-· ~  ··-··-··-···- ··- ·· .. .- .. -.. -· .. -· .. -.. .. -.. -.. -.. - .. -.. . -.. -.. -.  ~- ..- .. -.. -.. -.. .............. . '\)• 
f: f 
f Homecoming 1985 I 
I UNH FALL GLORIES I 
I • Oct 24th - 27th I 
' ~ ti·~-~.,,.~-~-~--~-~~-~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~ 
' J ' ' f Remember the past, remember the glories, we'ye f . f come a long way! Come attend the biggest event of f 
f' the year! f 
a e 
~o· : .~-.~-~-~-~-~~-~-~~-~~.~-~~.~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~-~-~- ,~ . ~ 
f Thursday Oct. 24th The Decade Dance f I at the MUB. Dress to f 
f the decade of your , 
'
0 choice 40's, 50's, 60's, I i r r ·~·~··~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~.-,t)·~-~-~-Z~:::..~~'1::..L-.~-~-~-~-~. , 
D f J ~ f Friday Oct. 25th Annual Homecom- f 
f itig Bonfire in Lower . J 
f Quad 8:00 pm J f f ' -~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~.~-~-~-~~. ' 
, Saturday Oct. 26th Road Race, 9 am i 
f Homecoming Pa- ,. I ~ rade11:15amdown I 
t.'.. Main St. UNH vs. F. 
,. North Eastern 1 :00 f 
f pm I I Cheering contest! Stay tuned to I 
f and much, much, more! WUNH f 
'--~-~-~~~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~~-~~~~~~~-J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Who am I? 
Stay tuned. 
Same Kat time 
Same Kat place. 
, . 
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I UNH HOMECOMING 1985 · i 
'~ " .i Theme f i ~ UNH FALL GLORIES f 
I · Oct. 24th-27th f f A theme depicting you, our school, sports, I 
J: and our PAST GLORIES. Find out how UNH began, q: f and enjoy the upcoming events. Also, stay tuned f 
~: to WUNH for music charts of our past! f , ' f---............... ...._ .................................. __________ .... .....,. .............................. ____ _....__.. ............ -£ 
J Thursday, October 24 9:00 am: 6.~. Mile Road Race, Field House f 
'2 T'l- Drweway. 9 , ,. rJeme Dinner in the Dining Halls 11 00 "' J' 7 and 9:30 pm: MUSO Film: rrPlaces in the Heart," : am: Homecoming Parade, Main Street. f 
J' · $1 Students, $2 Non-Students, 11:00 am: Women's Field Hockey vs. Bucknell f 
~ Strafford Room, MUB University, Memorial Fi~ld. ! I B:OOpm: The Decade Dance-NowSoundExpress, 12:30 pm: Prega":'e Show featuring t~e UNH ~ 
f $1 Students, $2 Non-Students, the MUB Pub. Marchzng Band, Cowell Stadium. i. 
f l:OOpm; Varsity Football- UNH vs. Northeastern ~ 
f Friday, October 25 f!niversi!y, Cheerin:g C?ntest, Cowell Stadium~ 
{ 3:30 pm: Women's Soccer, UNH vs. Boston 6:00 pm: Side b! ~tde by Sondheim, $3 General f= 
, University, Field House. Admission. Hennessey Theater, PCAC. f 
, 8:00 pm: Bonfire and Pep Band, Lower Quad. . 6:30 pm: "Fall Glories" Gourm:et Buffe.t, $15 . f 
, 8:00 pm: Side by Side by Sondheim, Hennessy per person, MUB Ticket Of/tee, Granite f 
, Theater, PCAC, $3 General Admission State Room, MUB. f £ 8:00 pm: UNH Jazz Band, Ticket Information, 7:30 & 9:30 pm: MUSO Movies - "Rebel Without i 
~1·· call 862-2290, Granite State Room, MUB. a Cause" and rron the Waterfront," • 
, ·: $1 Students, .$2 Non-Students, MUB Pub. _{ .. :Saturday, October 26 .,_ f James D~an Night. t. 
f 7:30 - 8:30 am: Check in for 8th Annual 9:00 pm: Fall Glories Dance for All Ages - $2 per i 
., Homecoming Road Race, Field House. person .at the door, Strafford Room, MUB. t. 
Q~c\i~~~Q~~~~Q~Q~~11'.Q11'.Q~~-~Q-~Q'C7~'C7~11'.Q~~'C7~"Cl~"Cl~"Cl~~~•~•~•~f.l"Cl~'C7~"Cl\l~Q"Cl~"Cl\l'C1.~·c::?.i.l'C7\l·C?\l-c:?\l·c::?\l·c:?~~rc:?~'C7~·c::?\l·c::?i,l'C7~'C7~·c::?Si"Cl~·c::?sre?~'C7~1:?~"Cl\l~! 
- ~ ~ . . . ....... . 
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(continued from page 4) The New Hampshire would-like to apologize for 
not being out on time. Due to circumstances 
beyond our control we were forced to print today's 
issue much later than our regular schedule. Thank 
you for your patience. 
260 members from 26 commun-
ities and offers month long 
courses taught by UNH profes-
sors and members of ARA itself. 
The association also offers 
cultural trips, which Mary coor-
dinates. Their next trip is 
planned to the Museum of 
Science in Boston. 
Barbara Carpenter, a member 
of ARA, is currently taking 
seven courses. "People my age 
say at 72 years old, you're crazy 
to be going back to school. I feel 
they're missing out on a lot," 
says Barbara. 
Like many of the community's 
·elders, Mary and Barbara belong 
t0 more than one senior citizen 
organization. Both are also 
members of Silver Squares, a · 
group that has been meeting 
weekly in Durham churches for · 
11 years. "It's a caring group," 
says Mary, ."if someone doesn't 
show up about a dozen people 
wonder why." The group has 
grown to include 100 members 
who enjoy lectures and trips to 
points of interest. "You name 
it and we've been there, if it's 
within a hundred miles of 
· Durham," says Mary, who also 
plans the trips for this group. 
UNH itself has not escaped 
the vivaciousness of the sur-
rounding elderly. The U niver-
sity is one of several institutions 
throughout the world consti-
tuting Inter-Hostel. Inter-
Hostel is an international ed-
ucational experience for active 
adults of retirement age. It was 
developed by UNH in 1980 to 
promote cross-cultural aware-
ness, international understand-
ing, and to contribute to the 
continuing education of mature 
adults, according to Joanne 
Piper, staff associate for Pro-
gram Development at the Div-
ision of Continuing Education 
and director of the Inter-Hostel 
program. 
Inter-Hostel operates in the 
summer, and allows groups of 
people over the age of 50 to visit 
Used Mountain 
Bicycles 
15 Speed Mountain 
Specialized Stump Jumper $400. 
Nishiki Cascade 
12 Speed USED 
2 Reynolds 531 Touring $350. 
Univega N. Sport $175. 
Takara Tri-Racing $275. 
Olmo 57cm $790. 
Paletti 59cm $589. 
Trek 560 24" $300. 
Used Womens 
3 to 6 speed $40.-$95 
All used bikes - 1 year free service 
Durham Bike 
868-5634 
Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.H. 
M-F 12-5 Sat. 9-12 
college cam puses around the 
world to learn abqut the coun-
try's history, culture and people. 
Mary Booth has been partic-
ipating in the program for ten 
years and has travelled to 
Greece, Spain and Portugal as 
a result. Other members of the 
.senior citizen community have 
also, been active in .the program, 
such as Maggie Bruce. Maggie, 
who is fluent in French, assists 
in hosting groups from France 
at UNH. She leads nature walks 
for them, pointing out various 
trees, mushrooms and flowers 
in French. 
The phone rings in Mary's 
kitchen, it is her daughter-in-
law inviting her to dinner. She 
checks her schedule before 
making plans; she has a pot luck 
dinner to attend tomorrow 
~ Celebrate • 
~ . '85, homecon11ng 
~ 
evening. She confirms dinner Oct. 24-27th 
night, and a class the following ~ 
for Thursday evening, three tune into WUNH 
days away. She is not free until ~ ,. 





T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS• 
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs 
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS · 
& TOTES 
3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 03801 
Apply for the TIME College Achievement Awards and find $1,000-$5,000 and profiled in a special promotional section 
out. TIME Magazine is searching for 100 college juniors who in TIME. Eighty finalists will receive certificates of merit. All 
have distinguished themselves by their excellence, in academ- 100 students will be given first consideration for internships 
ics and, more importantly, exceptional achievement outside with participating · corporations, some of which are listed 
the classroom. D The top twenty winners will be awarded below. D Details at your dean's office or call 1-800-523-5948. 
Time Inc.· The American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc .• Ford Division• U.S. Navy Officer Program 
TIME 
The College Achievement Awards 
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······~······································ . • : Pee Wee's :· • • : Big Adventure : 
• · · · 7 & 9P.m -t1.1s · : .......................... :' ............. _ .... . 
: "11'l. -'rt '11tidftt : Matinee 2:00 pm · : 
• \U•ftAI . ~ . • Sat, Sun $1.25 • 
•· · · New Acquisitions: • • •• • • • • ••-• • • • • • • • • • • 
: Breakfast Club : 
• Missing in Action 2 • 
: Polke Academy 2 : 
• Cat's Eye • •· . • Coming Soon: • 
• Beverlv Hills Coo • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • · Also VCR rentals • 
: NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT : 
: is required : 
• Special • 
• Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pistachio's ----
Frappes, Floats, Freezes and . 
Fabulous Flavors at 
more than affordable prices 
Delicious coffee, 








HOME BUYERS HOME SELLERS 
You Are Invited To Participate 
In A Free Seminar 
featuring local experts in the 
real estate field including an 
investor, a mortgage officer and 
an attorney. A question and · 
answer session will follow brief 
presentations. 
7:30 p.m. Monday, October 21 
in Durham at the 
UNH Alumni Center 
For Reservations Please Call 868-1166 
Hosted By 
868-1166 
TOM CROSBY REAL ESTATE 
Durham Plaza 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated · 
---------------LECTURE---------------
was next. After spending three 
years in South Africa himself, 
and fathering his black sons, 
Reyna developed genuine feel-
ings of empathy for the injus-
tices Black South Africans are 
subjected to. 
"Apartheid is hard, cruel, 
painful," said Reyna. "The 
Blacks are kept in positions 
Whites want them in." 
In order for posi.tive change 
< continued f;om page 1) 
to occur, Reyna-believes people 
must learn to empathize with 
others. "If kept out of dis-
course," he explained, "you will 
not understand what's going on 
in South Africa." 
Douglass Wheeler, professor 
of history at UNH since 1965 , 
spoke on economic sanctions 
as a means of coercion. He 
explained that economic sanc-
tions against South Africa are 
not a solution to the CflSlS. 
"We'd have to be prepared for 
war with South Africa on some 
of these issues," said Wheeler. 
Last on the panel was Ravert 
Rotberg, professor of history 
and political science at MIT. He 
took a complex look at the US 
poli_cy towards South Africa. 
According to Rotberg, "Con-
structive engagement with 
South Africa died years ago." 
-------------EDUCATION-.------------
land, Palmer ahd Brockelman 
next Wednesday morning wil: 
be followed by four sessions 
spread over the three day period. 
The discussions are entitled 
New Science and Technology, 
Social and Political Forces , 
Liberal and Professional Edu-
cation, and The University of 
(continued from page 1) 
the Twenty-First Century. 
Each session will comprise 
presentations from the various 
participants , and wili be open 
to the public. Private debate 
among the delegates, which will 
follow each discussion, will give 
the speakers a chance to ex-
change views on_ the various 
topics without interruption , 
Brockelman said. 
Funds for the conference w ~ll 
come from the UNH 195 4 
Academic· Enrichment Trust 
Fund, the New Hampshire 
Charitable Fund and the Elliot 
Trust Fund .. 
----------HONORS----------
said he joined the program 
"Because I thought it might be 
a good way to pull in scholar-
ships and it might have helped 
me with the Granite State 
Scholarship and since I took 
upper level courses in high 
school I thought it might be 
interesting ro try out." 
(continu~d from page 4) 
Door is taking Honors his-
tory, Honors music and review 
of French and logic. 
"It's a good idea but there's 
no separation between honors 
courses and regular courses. In 
high scnool in the advanced 
·placement courses there was 
definitely a difference but here 
}iOUSEMA TE NEEDED FOR 
SECOND SEMESTER 
A COMPANION IS NEEDED FOR AN EXTREMELY 
ENJOYABLE ELDERLY woman in Durham. FREE room • 
and board & weekly compensation. r 
• 
For more information, ~top by room 319, James Hall; M-F, r 
before 12 pm. • 
:fJ. ;l.D.IS;l.D.tS;l.D.IS_IS_IS;jst.IS;dt.tS;i=.tS;jst.IS,0.IS.i=-IS~IS-IS4::tlS;jst.tS ' tS' tS. tS ' IS . tS ' IJ: t. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .  ·.  .. ·.. .. . ............... 0. j 
f Homecoming 1985 i 
:fJ. .J 
• j 
( Theme: j .: ... :o 3 
J, UNH Fall Glories ~ ' ~ a • 1'' .. a i . ~ a J f Come see UNH ifz its past glories! J 
~ Homecoming will begin Th.ursday, ~· 
i. Oct. 24th thru Sunday, Oct. 27th. ~ 
C Stay tuned to · WUN H for the J 
K details! » 
they need some type of sepa-
ration." Said Tom Willet, a 
freshman electrical engineering 
major. 
He said he wishes there were 
some honors engineering of-
fered because right now he can 
only take general education 
honors courses. 
Bobbie Andrus, a sophmore 
LA major, said, she wishes there 
were more honors WSBE 
courses offered because she is 
waiting to get accepted into 
WSBE and wants to cake more 
challenging business courses. 
Mennel said more courses will 
be offered in the future. 
The Honors program is also 
sponsoring social events for the 
honors students. Last month 
·each honors student was given 
a ticket to the NH Symphony 
of which 170 of the 235 honors 
students attended, but on Oct 
1 only 2 students attended the 
lecture by John Beckett, Prof-
fessor Emeritus. 
Future social evernt planned 
are trips to see the Nutcracker 
ballet and the Chinese Art 
Exhibit at the Museum of 
Science in Boston. · 
The Honors program office 
is located on the second floor 
of T-hall in a small one room 




• ~ PHOT i **reminder** ~, 0 C » Now At 
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8:00 - 12 midnight 
Devine Room 71 
F re·e Admission 
Refreshffients served . 
Funded by PFO 
' • • 
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OI 
o1 We all have times · when life brings us down. 
We feel sad, 
We feel mad, 
or angry, crossed, 
depressed or perplexed .. . 
And we don't know where to turn .. . 
And only if we could talk to someone. 
Someone who listens, 
someone who cares. 
someone our own age who can relate 
to the problems th;lt affect us all 
from time to time... · 
Well wouldn't you know? 
Help is just a phone call away. 
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MUSO offers courses 
· in BASIC and Advanced 
photography. 
Darkrooms are available for 
general use. 




If you are interested in special topic seminars, stop by MUSO, 
room 148 in the MUB and leave your ideas. 
For more information, contact Brook at 862-1485. · 
Registration 'Til October 25 
-······················································· • 
: Are you aware of student rights? 
• 
Do you have a problem that 
needs 
legal advice? 
Available to all 
SAF Undergrads 
FREE LEGAL' SERVICE 
Attorneys 
Craig F. Evans Stephen White 
OFFICE & TELEPHONE 
CONSULTATION 
Rm.130MUB 




Thurs. 1-5 pm 
• 
.. 
• • • • 
.. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . --. - . .. . .. 
········~··············································· 
Editorial 
Honoring the agreement 
In a recent -speech to Republican sup-
porters in Boise, Idaho, President Ronald 
Reagan aired his views on the Strategic 
Defense Initiative. (star wars) The pres-
ident said "the idea of using American 
technological genius to develop a system 
to protect us against nuclear missiles is 
moral and in the fundamental interests 
of our allies, and the cause of peace." While 
R:eagan' s position may be well intentioned, 
his policy's inherent flaws are sufficient 
to render it not only unworkable but 
dangerous. 
If an aggressive power was believed able 
to protect its own territory, "'.:hat would 
prevent it from attacking its adversary, 
or more likely, intimidate it by threatening 
to do so. It was this concept of a balance 
of terror which made the American policy 
of deterrent plausible. However, by devel-
oping a strategic defense system, Reagan 
effectively disregards this fundamental 
reality of the nuclear age. 
enough to allow varied interpretations of 
what is or is not permissable. While SDI 
may or may not violate the letter of the 
AMB treaty, it is certainly contrary to the 
spirit and purpose of that agreement. 
Furthermore, if the US feels free to 
reinterpret legal obligations unilaterally 
whenever it so desires, what is to prevent 
other nations from doing so when it suits 
them? 
It is worth considering the likely results 
of a continuation of current American 
policy. As the Soviets become increasingly 
concerned over the threat an effective 
American defensive weapons system poses, 
they will react in two ways. First they will 
continue to substantially increase their , 
offensive nuclear arsenal in the hope of 
overwhelming the American defense cap-
ability. Secondly, they attempt to develop 
Recently, Soviet statements have indi-
As part of the 1972 SALT I agreement, 
a ban was placed on the deployment of 
weapons (specifically anti-ballistic missiles) 
designed to protect either superpower from 
nuclear attack. In negotiating the treaty, 
the Nixon administration ascribed to the 
doctrine of mutual assured destruction. 
(MAD) In brief, MAD refers to the ability 
of a superpower under attack to retaliate 
against the aggressor to such an extent that 
a first strike would lose (J.11 rationality. In 
these circumstances, nuclear aggression 
would be pointless, as the only conceivable 
result would be the wholesale destruction 
of the attacking power's economic, social 
and political infrastructure. 
An antibalistic missile was regarded as 
highly dangerous while MAD held sway. 
. cated a willingness to seriously negotiate 
an arms reduction agreement. However, 
they have repeatedly stated that the SDI 
blo_cks any meaningful negotiations. While 
American policy cannot be based on what 
the Soviets say they can or cannot accept, 
we are at a historic crossroads. A real 
possihility now ex is ts to not only limit, 
but actually reduce the size of. the super-
-powers nuclear arsenals. Such an agreement 
has never been achieved, but the admin-
istration's stubborn insistence on continued 
development of SDI makes the likelihood 
of achieving such an agreement increasingly 
remote. 
Recently, the administration has debated 
the legality of research and development 
of SDI under the 1972 ABM treaty. The 
wording of the agreement . is ambiguous 
a credible defensive weapons system for 
themselves. As the history of nuclear 
competition between the superpowers 
shows, one side's attempt to gain advantage 
ineitably leads to a counter-reponse by the 
other. If this dangerous spiral of initiative 
and response continues, with the inevitable 
development of larger, more accurate 
weapons, we will head into the 1990' s more 
imperiled that ever before. It is time to 
halt this futile policy. 
Letters 
Phones 
To the Editor: 
still in service then, because when 
we saw smoke filling our dining 
room, and flames growing around 
the boiler, the last thing we wanted 
to deal with was finding a dime!! 
And it's not as if we could've run 
to any of our neighbors to call the 
fire department because they're all 
Greek as well -- and without campus 
phones. By the time we would have , 
run to Stoke to call the fire depart-
ment, Alpha Chi would have been 
a black hole in the ground. 
Why should the Greek system 
continue to try to improve 
Greek/University relations when 
all we get in return are repeated 
slaps in the face? 
Once again, I feel that the Greek 
System has been slighted in a 
University decision. Assuming that 
the Greek System is "off campus 
housing," AT&T neglected to install 
campus phones in all seventeen of 
the Greek houses. Granted soror-
ities and fraternities are off campus 
housing, but does that mean we 
aren't part of the university, and 
deserving of the same facilities that 
on-campus students have? Or 
maybe this is just anorher attempt 
of the University to alienate the 
Greek System. Whatever the rea- Ann Waring 
son, I would just like to say that 
MOST Greeks find this amazingly 
unjust, not to mention extremely 
inconvenient. Contrary. to popular 
belief, many Greek System 
Teach-out 
members do have friends, some To The Editor: t 
Greek and some not, who live in When was the last time The New . 
dorms . Not only that, but Greeks Hampshire printed something 
also find it necessary to call Hood positive about the students at 
House, advisors, professors, deans, UNH? It hasn't happened while 
and just about every other Univer- I've been a member of this com-
sity office included in the campus munity. In fact, I've seen this 
phone system. Why have we been newspaper attack a variety of 
cheated of this? why should we pay student organizations from frater-
a dime for every campus call, when nities to progressive student move-
for years Greeks have had the ments. 
privilege of "free" campus calls? The coverage of the South Africa 
And what have we done to deserve teach-out is a fine example. About 
ha~ing this privilege yanked right seventy-£ ive students gathered for 
out of our houses? discussions led by members of the 
Greeks are paying the same International Union of Electrical 
tuition as the on-campus re~idents, W~rkers, The Young Socialist 
and some of this money is surely ~ll1ance and the National Progres-
paying for the new phone system. s1ve Student Network. The oojec-
1 don't think having campus phones rive of the event was, as the name 
for Greeks (who represent almost implied, to teach - and indeed it 
15% of the student body) is asking did! The New Hampshire, however, 
too much. labeled it a failure. They said it 
Just last week, Alpha Chi's house didn't "reach out." 
had a fire in the boiler room. We The People for a Free South 
thank God_ ~h~ .c~f!lp~s,1~ho!1~ ~.a~ . Mr)sa. g~s~txe. QQ ..bfa:me. They 
brought us an educational event and 
tastefully carried it out. Considering 
the fact that t.he PFSA formed onlv 
three weeks ago, the interest has 
been phenomenal. In fact, we are 
witnessing the most political ac-
tivity this campus has seen in 10 
years. 
The coverage was not just errone-
ous and pessimistic, it was uned-
ucational. Members of the other 
local newspapers and television 
stations managed to interview guest 
speakers and elaborate on their 
opinions . The New Hampshire, 
however, used up it's newsprint 
telling about the people who did 
not attend. The students at UNH 
need a voice; we need a student 
newspaper that "reaches out." 
Rick Kohn 
Aircraft 
To the Editor: 
In response to the article "UNH 
Students Catch a Buzz," (Oct. 11, 
Friday), I am thankful that "all the 
Captain Kirks up there" are flying 
over our campus. 
In reference to their "practicing 
their little games just as easily over 
the ocean, or a desert, or New 
Jersey?" they too "put up with Buck 
Rogers and Company." 
Since Pease A.F.B . is nearby, 
naturally we are graced with the 
sound of jet engines over our heads. 
Instead of criticizing the military 
and "the ,be all that you can be" 
attitude, we should feel secure in 
knowing that the . military is con-
stantly improving itself in order 
to protect us! In a world where 
national defenses are ever so in-
creasing and competing with each 
other, we should appreciate the 
efforts of the Department of De-
fense. 
As for the statement, "We are 
all here to be educated by an 
'Institution of I.iigher Learning.' 
Why, then is the 'Military' here with 
us almost every day: bn't that 
ironic?," then isn't it ironic that 
we also have football, hockey, tennis 
and swim teams, clubs, and other 
activities? If this is just an "Insti-
tution of Higher Learning," then 
why do we have all of these fun and 
wonderful distractions to keep us 
from our studies? Besides, what do 
you consider ROTC? 
'The military is an " Institution 
of Higher Learning," and without 
it we probably wouldn't have the 
right to express our opinions or 
.maybe even attend this "Institution 
of Higher Learning." 
These jets are "instruments of 
destruction," but also jet noise is 
the_ sound of freedom!! 
Debbie Davis 
The New Hampshire 
EDMUND MANDER, Editor-in-Chief 
KEVIN- MORSE, Managing Editor 
FRANCOISE VON TRAPP, News Ed-
STEVE LANGEVIN. Soorts Editor 
MEG BAKER, Managing Editor 
ANDREA HOLBROOK, News Editor 
JON EKSTROM, Features Editor 
GUY BROOKSBANK, Photo Editor 
MARY FISCHER, Business Manager 
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Christine Head I 
University Forum 
Commuter blues 
A ti events described below are true accounts; 
but the female students involved wish to assume 
masculine aliases so as to protect their anonymity 
and preserve what is left of their human dignity. 
The housing-lottery results were in. George's 
RA handed him a fairly thick envelope, so he 
assumed that it contained next year's room and 
board agreement. "Great," he thought, 'I can keep 
my single room and stay in Durham for my final 
year at dear ole UNH." 
WRONG. Ca~ually flipping thruugh the contents, 
George found no housing contract. His search for 
that stupid piece of paper with the dotted line became 
increasingly frantic. He then noticed that all the 
enclosed literature pertained to commuter living. 
Visions of student ghetto life in Dover flashed 
through his mind. Obscenities flew out his mouth. 
"Oh God! I'm gonna be a commuter," he groaned. 
George couldn't sleep that night. 
His friend Fenster and Guido were also recipients 
of the infamous "heave-ho" notice. Boris, who was 
in Vermont doing an intership at the rime, rounded-
out the depressed group of future commuters. ' 
Successful house-hunting in Durham proved to 
be a contradiction in terms. Available spaces were 
virtually non-existent, and those capitalistic 
landlords who did have openings demanded 
prohibitive rent rares. The circles under George's 
eyes deepened every day. 
The search extended into the summer months . 
A lease fur a 4-bedroom duplex was finally signed 
on Aug. 4. At this point, George didn't care that 
his rat trap was in Dover. He at least had an 
inexpensive roof over his head. 
As August wore on, George's perspective of 
commuter life perked up: no RAs, no malicious 
3 am. fire alarm pranks, no weekend vomit in the 
stairwell, and no atrociously long dining hall lines. 
George had finally convinced himself that Dover 
would be okay after all. 
George and company moved into their humble 
abode on Sept. 1. Domesticity consumed his first 
week on rhe new premises. The foursome established 
.. . and so it goes 
By Andrea Holbrook 
Author's Note: The following fable is actually 
a comment on the human condition. Eagles are 
not the only predators. Prairie dogs are not the 
only animals that stick their heads in the sand. The 
human animal has been known to do both in all 
kinds of situations, domestic and political. And 
so it goes ... 
It was early morning as a hawk flew in the crisp 
air. Below on the ground leaves scitt.ered over the 
frost-covered prairie. A prairie dog popped out 
of his hole and after sniffing the wind let out a 
long whistle. The ground around the dog suddenly 
erupted with a hundred tiny heads and the air filled 
with their chattering. 
Above a hawk checked in mid-flight.He had seen 
the awakening of the prairie dog village and he 
was hungry. He continued to glide and watch, waiting 
for one dog to separate from the pack. 
The watchdog, the one who had awakened first 
and given the signal, climbed out of his hole, sniffed 
the air again, and scampered away in search of a 
few berries or seeds for breakfast. 
The hawk, seeing his chance, folded his wings 
and dove. The prairie dog saw the shadow and as 
the shadow lengthened began to run. But the hawk 
swooped and with outstretched talons caught the 
lit Je animal. The prairie dog missed breakfast; 
the hawk carried his prey to his mountain eyrie. 
But life went on much the same way; the dogs 
in the village kept on chattering until nightfall 
when a new watchdog was elected. That morning's 
watchdog was not ·even missed. 
Andrea Holbrook is a news editor for The New 
Hampshire. 
a petty cash fund for household essentials like toilet 
paper, dish soap, and Carpet Fresh. George Fenster 
drew up a chore assignment calendar. Boris 
implemented a morning bathroom schedule. 
George spent weeks #2 and #3 becoming 
reacquainted with the textbook. But having a real 
house and a spiffy 1969 VW Bug invariably placed 
academics on the back burner. George and his 
housemates were having too much fun to be bothered 
with rhe world of academia. 
Enter Week #4 and the week of "commuter blues." 
George's September funds were depleted but the 
bills came anyway. · October rent was due; the 
electricity had to be paid for. AT&T wanted its 
money. The petty cash fund needed to be replenished. 
The VW (affectionately named "Annabelle") had 
an insatiable thirst for gasoline. 
The pile of bills eventually decreased, but George 
sensed that the on-slaught had only just begun. 
Always keen to disaster, George's pessimism 
continued to flourish (and with just cause). 
Hurricane Gloria left her mark on George's 
house·-literally. the neighbor's chimney crashed 
into his living room; and at this writing, his landlord 
has still not replaced the shattered window. 
"Okay, okay," George reasoned. "It was just a 
freak accident." But his "commuter blues" did not 
subside. Annabelle developed an apparent leak in . 
her gas line and was sent to Maine for surgery . 
George knew what was now in store for him-the 
KariVan. He then remembered that a UNH ID 
had to be presented for the rides back and forth 
to Dover. "Arghh!" he screamed. George had left 
his ID in Annabelle. Another trip to Kennebunk, 
Maine was made. 
The KariVan syndrome presented no problems. 
That is contingent, of course, upon one's tolerance 
(or lack therof). George quickly learned not to believe 
the bus schedule and subsequently allowed himself 
ten additional minutes to get to the bus stop. 
Annabelle has since recuperated and rejoined 
her friend George in Dover. But yesterday morning 
he opted for the KariVan anyway. As he locked 
the front doo! and turned to the street, George 
·Back to the past 
If you listen, you can hear it. 
The other day, I heard an obscure Grateful Dead 
song on the radio-a not uncommon occurrence 
these days. Once forgotten relics, these guardians 
of the psychedelic faith have enjoyed a tremendous 
surge of popularity recently. 
J imi Hendrix is also experiencing a comeback. 
With increasing regularity, his raucous and un-
restrained feedback has been roaring through radios 
usually reserved for the effette elevator muzak of 
Wham! or Phil Collins. And this is significant. 
While the rediscovery of psychedelic music by 
young listeners may appear to be just another fad, 
I believe it is the harbinger of something deeper. 
The growing ranks of denim-clad Dead heads on 
American campuses reflect an increasingly apparent 
fact: the '80s are shifting into second gear. 
The changes are slow, subtle, almost impercept-
ible. However, historical precendent and recent 
events make their existence undeniable. The '80s 
as we have comet~ know them,an age epitomized 
by Berrr .. 1da-clad Biff's and Buffy's rushing Eta 
Kuppa Smegma, has peaked. 
Last year's outpouring of neo-jingoism over the 
Olympics and Reagan's re-election seems to have 
drained the right-ward shift of its momentum. 
Although American society remains firmly in the 
yuppie mode, crevices are opening in the decade's 
sheer, high-tech facade. If you listen, you can hear 
it happening. 
I won't try to argue that popular music can change 
a society. However, seemingly insubstantial fads 
in music and dress can reflect tremors at the social 
core (remember those four guys who played on 
rhe Ed Sullivan show a couple decades back). 
So what does the ascendenr popularity of Jerry 
Garcia and rye-died jeans presage for our civilization? 
It. seems that many young .people have grown tired 
of the chic superficiality of the early '80s, along 
with two of its most repuisive manifestations-
polyesrer and synth-pop. . , 
Of course, this progress has hardly been pervasive. 
Look around any campus and you'll find the usual 
array of ambitious, young coffee achievers, Greeks, 
geeks, born-again Christians and other sociopaths. 
But they've always been around, and for once, they 
no longer comp.tise the vanguard, so ther~ is hope . . 
My conviction that the '80s are changrng comes 
frorn conve~S5tti911s I've had over t~e last s!x f!•Onths . 
By Patricia Crawford 
glanced at this watch-he was early. Nevertheless, 
he started his walk to the KariVan stop, only to 
see the bus speed past him en route to Durham. 
George jumped into Annabelle and grumbled his 
way to school. 
Last Thursday, George had two hours to kill before· 
his 622 Newswriting class. Too tired to attempt 
.a revision of his Amer!can Lit paper, Geor~e wanted 
only to nap. But to dnve back to Dover would have 
wasted valuable sleeping time and gasoline. 
"If only I had my old room in Stoke," he "' 
whimpered. George thought of lying on the sidewalk.-
and assuming the fer.al position, but his ,alternative 
offered little privacy. Instead, he entered Dimond 
Library, found an empty cubicle on B-Floor, and 
did a face-plant on the desk. 
George became disconnected indefinitely from 
the world on Tuesday. His housemate Guido 
accidently knocked the phone into a bucket of water 
that Boris had left on the floor. "Get a new phone" 
was promptly added to the ever-growing list of 
"things to do." 
This weekend Geroge has bathroom duty. During 
his study breaks from intense Shakespeare cram 
sessions (tis the season to take midterms), George 
will be up to his armpits in mold. "At least Mr. 
Landlord killed off our mushroom -fields in there," 
he jokes to Fenster. 
But George sees no end in sight. The rent will 
be due ten more times (the practical nine-month 
lease has become obsolete) and ::he oil tank must 
be filled. Bathrooms have to be scrubbed and twenty 
minute hauls into Durham are a fact of commuter 
life. 
It's dinner-time in Dover. George shuffles into 
the kitchen and surveys his nearly-bare cupboard. 
Fenster yells from the living room, "What are ya 
making fer dinner, George?" George shrugs his 
shoulder and sighs. He mechanically pulls down 
a box and starts to boil water; "I guess it's gonna 
be Kraft Macaroni and Cheese again, Fenster." 
Patricia (aka "George") Crawford is a reporter for The 
New Hampshire. 
By Jeffrey Miller 
with young people in California, Colorado, Min-
nesota, Ohio and even New Hampshire. As the 
population ages and a new generation starts 
expres~ing itself, a new style is emerging. 
Everywhere, the early '80s emulation .of the 
Eisenhower Era is ending. True, many modern 
students-sporting their crew-cuts, pledge pins 
and crass materialism-still resemble grotesque 
parodies of Dobie Gillis. But increasing reports 
of fraternity abuses and growing disaffection with _ 
the Greek system's inherent flaws have polarized 
campuses on the issue. These days, people either 
love frats or hate 'em, and the latter group is getting 
larger all the rime. 
But if times indeed are a-changin' again, the 
phenomenon begs an important question. Must 
we emulate the past? 
Culturally, this decade has drawn most of its 
inspiration from the gray days of the '50s. Today's 
yuppie is virtually indistinguishable from that 
decade's "organization man." Middle-Americans 
heap the same veneration for home computer that 
they once showed for TVs. A presidential pronounce-
ment on "The Evil Empire" sounds uncannily like 
a Joe McCarthy re-write. 
That's why I'm intrigued but ambivalent about 
the trend toward '60s rock 'n' roll. While I certainly 
prefer the facile optimism of "Flower Power" to 
the cold materialism of the Edsel days,! would much 
rather see an original, progressive '80s outlook. · 
We could certainly use one. The questions of the 
arms race, the deficit, South Africa, the Middle 
East and Central American require more than new 
conservatism or revised hippie rhetoric. What we . .,.. 
need is a philosophy that combines the fruits of 
previous decades' experience with a germ of 
creativity. 
.A musical parallel to this might be the Talking 
Heads, though this kind of multi-cultural progres-
siveness has yet to be expressed in a comprehensive .,.. 
social movement. Whether it ever does is a crucial 
question whose a~swer will portand the fortunes 
of future decades. 
U mil such answer becomes obvious, we'll all just 
have to keep our ears to the ground. 
Jeffrey M11ler is a reporter for The New Hampshire. 
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We Have Halloween Make Up & Fabric 
For Costumes 




•Clown Kits · 
•Bunny Teeth 
•Hair Spray 
•VampireNails c..\ · 
•Clown White . C~~· 
•Black Out Tooth Wax cV\\~ . · 
•Masks ~\~~ 
•Scar Powder ~~W 
•Spirit Gum 
•Mustaches 
•Candy Full Latex Face Masks 
•Capes $3.00 & $5.00 
Lots of Wigs . 
The Out Back 
44 Main St., Durham, NH 868-7027 
~OCTOe"ER'FEsi~~~ 
~) · SALE ~] 
Now through October 26th 
~­
~ 
ALL ::i:r~CKS . Jiir 
ALL POSTERS 
·25% OFF 






BARNES & NOBLE BOOKSTORE 
.. HEWITT HALL 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 8:30-6:00 ~ 
· Friday 8:30-5:00 . :!J!1fl 
-Saturday 10:00-3:00 




WINNER OF 5 . 
ACADEMY AWARDS! . 
· - Best Foreign Substance 
Best Song About Bleeding Gums 
. Best Actress With Rubbery Thighs 
Best Key Grip Named Lloyd 
Best Western Motel 
R........ #-• ·• •• 
Boston's Most Outrageous Comedy 
Troupe 
~RIDAYS 9 & 11 pm 
6 Ceres Street • Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 431-6700. 
TICKETS $5.00 ON SALE NOW! 
AIDS; LEARN THE FACTS, 
DISPELL THE MYTHS 
1111 
_Information Table; MUB balcony 
co sponsored by Campus Gay Alliance 
& Health . Education Center, UNH Health 
Services. October; Mon 21, 24, 25, 28, 30 Nov; Fri 1. 
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Arts & Features 
Fishtraks studio: local talent and muCh more 
By Jim Sullivan 
Tom Daly shuffles through 
letters and newspapers as he 
describes his business. Occasion-
ally he glances across his desk-
top at a television on the carpet; 
the Cardinals have just taken 
the lead. 
"In the space of a couple of 
weeks we might get an opera 
singer, a heavy metal band, a 
folk singer, and a pur;ik rocker," 
says Daly of the acts fie books 
to record at Fishtraks, his studio 
on Congress Street in Ports-
mouth. 
One of two owners of Fish-
traks, Daly manufactured silks-
creened t-shirts for sixty dollars 
an hour before buying out the 
studio's first owner. Because his 
current partner, Bruce Lawson, 
lives in Florida, Daly serves as 
the entire office staff at Fish-
traks. The recording studio itself 
is run by engineer Jeff Lan-
droche, a 1974 UNH graduate. 
Fishtraks is the primary local 
outlet for artists who want to 
record their music. "We record 
stuff to be pressed into records 
and played over the radio," says 
Daly. "You can't get this kind 
of quality with demos (simplis-
tic tape recordings, often home-
made) ... The term 'demo' im-
plies kind of a rough job," 
The studio was opened by its 
first owner in June 1979 in the 
attic of a farmhouse in Rye. 
According to Daly, an original 
investment of $14,000 included 
an 8-track console and a 2-track 
console used for "mixdowns," 
or singularly refining each 
instrument's sound. 
The term "track" refers to 
a part of a whole recording, such 
as the guitar or keyboard part. 
"Multi-tracking" is the technical 
capability to layer these parts 
on top of one another, produc-
ing a unified sound and is the 
standard professional recording 
procedure used today. 8, 12 or 
24 track simply refers to the 
number of tracks a recording 
system is capable of combining. 
In the spring of 1982, Fish-
traks moved to its current 
location in Portsmouth's Mcin-
tosh building, once a depart-
ment store. Daly bought into 
the business six months after 
the move. 
Daly now sits in the reception 
area on the second floor, over-
looking Portsmouth's busy Con-
gress Street. The off ice com-
bines professionalism with 
disarray. Milk crates on the rug 
form a shelf for several healchy 
plants; the walls are lined with 
framed 45 rpm records; a bicycle 
rests next to the receptionist's 
desk. 
' "I think our location is good," 
explains Daly. "The overhead 
is high, but (being in Ports-
mouth) gives us customers from 
both Boston and Portland. 
We're kind of at the hub, one 
hour each way." 
hshtraks charges $40 an hour · 
for recording time. "We sell 
about a hundred hours a month. 
An average album takes about 
fifty hours of recording," says 
Da:_ly. 
Twenty percent ot the stu-
dio's business is dependent on 
recording time for advertising 
agencies. According to Daly, 
Fishtraks' previous owner was 
in the advertising business as 
well as the recording business. 
But with seven local competitors 
in the ad industry, Daly chose 
to drop out. "The agencies that 
The interior of Fishtraks, combining contemporary technology and a relaxed atmosphere. 
(Fishtraks photo) 
were our competition are now 
our customers," he says. 
The office reverberates with 
the country-flavored music of 
Cormac McCarthy, who is in the 
downstairs studio editing his 
first album. 
"Cormac' s primary talent is 
as a songwriter, although he is 
an excellent performer and very 
funny on stage," says Daly. 
McCarthy is a local artist who 
·has appeared at such local 
venues as the Press Room in 
Portsmouth and the Stone 
Church in Newmarket. 
Other local artists who have 
recorded at Fishtraks include 
Irish balladeer Tommy Macom, 
The Kopterz, J;?eter Gallway, 
and Boston jazz band, Puttin' 
on the Ritz. "It's incredible some 
of the contrasts we get. We've 
seen it all," says Daly . . 
Engineer Jeff Landroche has 
made Fishtraks his "home base" 
for a year and a half. Wearing 
a corduroy jacket and jeans and 
sipping on a Coors, he says that 
"the rewards (of his job) are 
great, to be really proud of 
something you've done and to 
work with good musicians." 
However, he. emphasizes the 
hard work it takes to make a 
good product. "You might spend 
8-10 hours on two minutes of 
music... The big thing is to make 
the musicians feel comfortable. 
It might be only their second 
or third time in the studio and 
my 5000th, but you can't tell 
them what they should sound 
like. No two persons hear the 
same song." 
"Our customer base Is chang: 
ing all the time," says Daly. "We 
always get new kids out of 
school. Others get older and 
tired of playing." 
"We kind ef have a reputation 
of being for the older crowd," 
says Jeff, a rock and roller, "but 
we love to get young rock bands. 
I'd k~~e to get the students in · 
here. 
Edgy entertainment and a howling hack job 
ilver Bullet 
irected by Dai:iiel°Attia 
~ramount Pictures 
, y Dan Bustard and Robert 
· rsenault 
A movie like the Silver Bullet 
oses <1; lot if you really try to see 
nto it or justify some of the 
tupid actions taken by the 
haracters. But then again, if 
ou' re as shallow as some critics 
r Daniel 'Attia, the movie'.s 
irector, then Silver Bullet is 
ust your speed. 
The plot of this flick will 
nsult the typical movie-goer 
ith its sheer lunacy and out-
andish predictability. What 
ther movie this year can boast 
· n invalid with a wheelchair that 
an outrun and outmanoeuvre 
Chevy Nova, and a werewolf 
ho kills his victims with a 
aseball bat called, aptly enough, 
he Peacemaker. We know it's 
alled the Peacemaker because 
he word is written on the side 
f'the bat in magic marker. 
Silver Bullet, adapted from 
Steven King novelette, re-
ounts the havoc wrought by a 
erewolf on a small town. If yo'). 
hink the name symbolizes what 
. t takes to kill a werewolf, you' re 
only partially right. The inval-
id's motorized wheelchair is also 
emblazoned with the name 
Silver Bullet in this incredibly 
tacky takeoff of every werewolf 
movie you've ever seen. 
To say this movie was pre-
dictable in every way is the 
grossest of understatements. 
For instance, the night they kill 
the wolf is Halloween and it is 
a full moon. Also, the kid and 
his sister only have enough · 
silver for one bullet, which was 
probably more than the budget 
of this movie. 
Tack onto this a manhunt in 
which all fifty people manage 
to pair off into chest-deep fog 
and promptly stumble onto the 
wolf; never before have so many 
stupid people been so justly ,.. 
devoured. They aren't even good 
kills because you don't get to 
see the actual dismemberment. 
All the audience gets to do is 
hear the sounds of breaking 
bones and sinews which is · ~ 
hardly sarisfying. 
If they hadn't spent so much 
time emphasizing the child's 
handicap,.which pales in com~ 
parison to the wanton destruc-
tion of_ people anq property by 
BULLET, page 16·· 
·~_.,__.~~--.. ~ -..---.~~--~~ t.;-_._,.,;:.L;!. --:._=..•a••~~~-"';..l-.;;.a;.~.,,,. :. ~~-;;> ;~ 
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Rebels without applause: rogue records reviewed! 
Roy Harper (w/ Jimmy Page) 
Whatever Happened to Jugu-
lai 
PVC Records 
By Kevin Harkins 
"An Ordinary Man Writing 
Songs for Ordinary .People" -
this is how Roy Harper des-
cribes himself on the eccentric 
cover of his most recent effort. 
Roy Harper - folk legend, poet, 
visionary .... and a friend of the 
stars. He is perhaps best known 
as the subject of Led Zeppelin's 
"Hats off to (Roy) Harper," 
from their third album, or for 
his vocals on Pink Floyd's "Have 
a Cigar" from the 1975. release, 
~Wish You Were Here. 
J ugula is an extremely unusual 
album for today's musically-
inclined masses simply because 
the lyrical content is as impor-
tant, if not more so, tpan the 
music. The apocalyptic lyrics, 
although sometimes obscure, 
are more easliy understood upon 
repeated listening. 
Harper is an extremely evoc-
ative vocalist, eliciting a sense 
of sadness which pervades most 
of the album. Although this is 
largely an acoustic album, the 
presence of Jimmy Page (who 
is given equal billing on the 
·cover), bassist Tony Fanklin 
(who Page has recruited into 
the Firm), and keyboardist Nik 
Green help considerably in 
giving the music a full, complete 
sound. 
The first side open,s with 
"Nineteen Forty-Eightish," 
which comes complete with 
Orwellian undertones. Nik 
Green's simulated strings and 
Harper's most affected vocal 
summon the image of a time lost 
long ago. Next to "Hangman," 
this is the most cynical ("Wel-
come to my nightmare - I'm the 
father, son, and whole polluted 
system") and the most apoca-
lyptic ("Everyone sees and 
nobody shares, everyone knows 
it's the truth that he bears, that 
the end is neigh") song on the 
album. Harper also sings of a 
man whose "only plan is ever-
lasting life," this theme is 
further explored in "Hope." 
"Bad Speech" is the weakest 
cut on the record solely because 
it is not a song; it is a rather 
"' emotional, often angry, reading 
of what is actually a fine peice 
of poetry. Harper calmly states, 
Tm trying to change my direc-
tion. Ours is pathetic in my own 
._ humble estimation,'' and yet, 
despite his cynicism, he also 
claims to "love the planet, the 
great benign she-wolf benefac-
tor." 
"Hope," co-written by David 
Gilmour from the apparently 
retired Pink Floyd, is easily the 
strongest cut on the album; 
beautifully crafted and incred-
ibly moving. 
The layered electric guitars 
reverberate as if from some 
great distance, which is perfectly 
appropriate, a.s this song is 
about the future, written for the 
children of the future. The 
concept of everlasting life is 
more urgent in this tune, and 
Harper has become more 
personal: "I wanted to live 
forever, the same as you will 
too," and "the world spins . and 
tells me that I'll never want to 
leave." Although sadly haunt-
ing, "Hope" conveys the prin-
cipal thrust of Harper's message 
- that we all may share "the hope 
in hearing that we're not just 
sp~its d~sappe~r_ing.:· 
The tust side closes with 
"Hangman," in which Harper 
plays a sharp steel guitar accom-
pained by Page's remote electric 
lick, matching the harsh tone 
of the song p_erfe_ctly. 
Lyrically, this is a mean, ugly 
song with a decidedly anti-
capi tal punishment stance. 
Harper weaves a tale of condem-
nation for a crime he has un-
justly been accused of. He is 
especially relentless in his de-
piction of the hangman, who 
is "working in the shade for 
creatures of the jungle whose 
message is dispalysed in graphic 
to~_s of_b_lo?d r~venge." 
Thanktully, the second side 
is somewhat lighter in content 
than the first. "Elizabeth," 
which opens the side, is the 
strongest track after "Hope." 
It is a .portentous composition, 
anthemic in its approach: "It's 
time that we joined our hands 
to save our world." "Elizabeth" 
is also novel in that it contains 
one of Page's few outright solos 
on the record. 
The next song, "Frozen Mo-
ment;'', begins with an unset-
tling introduction in the form 
of a psychedelic lullaby, only to 
be abruptly replaced by the 
hypnotic picking of Harper's 
guitar. Roy elicits his smoothest, 
most soothing vocal in_ this 
tribute to a relationship chat 
"woke me up and lifted me to 
see a moment freeze." 
It is strange that "Twentieth 
Centruy Man" immediately fol-
lows "Frozen Moment;" wheras 
that song was a mellow tune of 
love, this is a zesty song of lust. 
The lyrics are somewhat lewd, 
but not quite offensive. Harper 
sings, "Goodbye twentieth-
century man, here comes an old 
beast," implying the displace-
ment of the facades behind 
c!vilization in favor of the 
primordial lust for sex. Not 
surprisingly, the track ends in 
what sounds like a fit or orgas-
mic pleasure. 
"Advertisement (Another 
Intentional Irrelevant .Suicide)" 
closes the album in a most 
bizarre manner. This is a real 
oddity, complete with a recorded 
urination in the first verse and 
the sound of someone vomiting 
at the end. Despite the eccen-
tricities, this song rocks harder 
that anything else on the album, 
especially in the sing-along 
chorus ('Tm really stoned, I'm 
really stoned") and the bridge, 
in which Page lets a solo rip like 
none since his Zeppelin days. 
This is actually a very fun song, 
especially in contrast to the 
serious tone of the rest of the 
album. But then, Roy Harper's 
an unpredictable performer; one 
never knows just what he might 
try next. 
UNDER A RAGING MOON ROGER DALT REY 
Roger Daltrey 
Roger is fortunate to have a 
very strong backup band. The 
.Pretenders' Robbie Mcintosh 
competently handles guitar 
chores while Big Country's Mark 
Brzezicki keeps the beat on the 
drums. John Siegler supplies a 
steady compliment on bass to 
Brzezicki' s rhythm. 
The album opens with the 
best song, the Pere Townshend 
written "After The Fire." As 
usual, the Townshend theme 
of growing older and realizing 
the futility of life, are belted out 
convincingly be Roger. Two 
fellow Big Country members 
join Brzezicki on this track, 
Tony Butler fills in the bass lines 
and Bruce Watson adds an E-
bow solo which is not featured 
too prominently in the mix. 
Even if you do not get the album, 
buy the single, as all royalties 
are donated to the Band Aid 
Trust. 
Daltrey was a rebel, but he 
will not continue to be one if 
he persists in covering Bryan 
Adams songs, especially qnes 
like "Rebel." The melody and 
the harmonica solos are enjoy-
able, but the lyrics deserve to 
be 3_ua~~nti~ed. 
.Frnally, atcer sifting through 
the eight middle songs which 
run the gamut from pleasurable 
to sublime, we are presented 
with the title track. It is worth 
the wait. 
"Under A Raging Moon," a 
tribute to both Kit Lambert, the 
former Who mamager, and 
Keith Moon, former Who 
drummer, is an incredible, hard 
rocking tune. The Townshend-
. like song, which features the 
chorus "Do you remember me, 
'cause I remember you," displays 
seven of rocks' best drummers 
in a series of short solos in 
tribute to Keith. Included in this 
barrage of percussion are Martin 
Chambers of The Pre'tenders, 
ex-Police Stewart Copeland, and 
Cozy Powell. This whirlwind 
anthem should receive consid-
erable airplay. 
Two incredible songs and a 
few enjoyable ones are what one 
can expect from a Townshend-
less Daltey. The future!> More 
records with an uneven mix of 
songs and an acting career 
comprising such movies/plays 
as McVicar and A Comedy of 
Errors. 
------EDGE------
(continued from page 15) 
rules" concerning the case. Each 
side pulls . out ail stops co come 
up with a ringer. 
Ironically, none of the true 
answers surface in the cour-
troom. The court is simply a 
stage, a dog-eat-dog verbal 
battle where honesty is not a 
contender. 
Doing a superb job in the 
supporting role of Sam Ransom 
is Robert Loggia (Prizzie's 
Honor). He is an old, foul-
mouthed friend of Teddy 
Barnes. But underneath his 
crude language and gruff exte-
rior, Ransom is the film's warm-
est character. In his rundown 
shack, where he and Teddy drink 
the cans of Budweiser kept in 
his old, porcelain fridge, we are 
far removed from the glitz of 
San Fransisco corruption. 
Jagged Edge, a film that may 
be a little too complex for its 
own good, is never-the-less an 
example of direction expertise. 
In the final, gripping scenes, 
we are treated to Hitchcock-type 
suspense as we are subject to 
nerve-racking false alarms and 
camera shots around corners 
and up empty staircases. 
Marquand has created a classy 
film which will definitely keep 
you on "edge." 
----BULLET-----
(~ontinued from page 15) 
the wolf, this · movie may have 
had some promise. Even piz-
zazzing him with the super-
motorized wheelchair didn't 
help this hero. 
The first ten minutes of Silver 
Bullet were entertaining and 
the first kill was especially good. 
After chat, however, the au-
dience is forced to bite the bullet 
as the movie simply falls into 
the werewolf stereotype and 
doesn't even do that particularly 
well. 
Perhaps the kiss of death for 
this movie is Dino de Laurentiis 
(known in the movie circles as 
de Horendous) presentation. 
Dino worked on the abyssmal 
screen adaptation of King's 
Firestarter a while back and 
movie-goers are still feeling 
burned. Everything this man 
touches turns into a God-awful 
mess. 
By the way, we were going to 
list the stars of this howlingly 
horrible flick, but there are very 
few people in the first half of 
the film who don't wind up as 
wolf excrement by the second. 
We certainly felt like it, after 
shelling out $4 each to see this 
cheesy rip-off. 
W olfen, the How ling and An 
American Werewolf in London 
make chis movie look like a day 
at the Kennel Klub if not a way 
to make a cheap buck off of a 
successful genre. Why, Steven 
King, why? _ 
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WIN $100's for a UNIQUE DORM ROOM! 
•... including murals, unusual furniture, space 
: saving concepts, door art, lighting fixtures or 
bars? Enter anything and ev~rything that is 
different and exciting to 
DORM MAGAZINE'S UNIQUE DORM 
ROOM CONTEST. 
Bring possibilities in the way of polaroids or other 
photographic forms to Room 108 in!~~ M~B; • ... 
CHEAP 
TRIP #1 
Another Weekend on Cam-
pus. Nothing to do, except 
study. Give yourself that 
break you promised 
yourself. Get on Coast 
Kari-Van for a good time at 
a price that's right! Coast 
and Horsefeathers of 
Dover presents . . . . The 
first trip of the Cheap Trip 
Series. Take Coast Kari-
Van to Dover anytime 
before six on Saturday, 
October 19 or Sunday, 
October 20, stop at 
Horsefeathers with a few 
friends and ~njoy 2 for. 1 
_2_nd_G-OU-RME-T-;,T-ZZA------~ Pizza. After that you might 
r L. A S/rce of Heaven. I t th . . "t FREE' T1.w for 0 1w- Buyu .. y pi:zaandrm·i"'' OSAl 'SAGE go 0 e movies or VISI a • " "'«mdp1:~.ofi<•.o;ser or .'·qual value. D HAMBl'RGER I fr1"endl ul1.w lutely f REE ttrth th is coupon O PEPPERONI • 
Offergood0ctobnl9 &20before6p.m. O EXTRA CHEESE I Present coupon for 2 for Please present coupo" before ordf'ri,.g D ANCHOVIES! 
Coupon .. olredeemable o .. orders"To Go' " O SIJCED GARUC I 1 Pizza at Horsefeathers. DM l'SllROOMS 
o PEPPERS See you on the Dover H4'\Q..Q.EfE A'TfiEn..Q. ~~t1~~~ul'Es I bus Look for other Cheap 11.. ~ 1 \. 1-<.~ 0 SPEC/A/, \'EGETARIAN I . 
1•9-o•sJ o nthe upper Square. oover BI.END NO. fi Trips-Coming Soon! 
----------------~ 
1----- ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUS, Town & Campus, Jodi 's Party 
Center, and KARI-VAN Office at Hamilton Smith Hall. 
The New Hampshire 
needs 
See Leigh in Room 151 MUB 
or call The New Hampshire 
862-2070 
(great experience for you . 
resume and portfolio) 
•• .I w ' 
.. 
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Loose weave blue, black, and 
yellow plaid scarf ( $14.00), gloves 
($16.00), and beret ($14.00), 
100% acrylic, by Aris. 
Red wool fedora (reg. $40, now 
$19.99). Available in navy, black, 
tan, and white by Lancaster. 
100% acrylic yellow, navy, and 
red plaid scarf ($30.00), by 
Honey. > 
Black velvet hat by Betman for 
Plaza Suite ($65.00), also in wine. 
100% silk and wool black paisley 
scarf by Filenes ($22.00). Leather 
gloves in assorted colors creg. I 
$46.00, now $32.00) by Grandoe.\J! 
Hats 11 Scarves 
By Susan Hickson 
Hats have made a' comeback and 
are an essential addition to campus 
wardrobes this fall. Be on the 
lookout for red fedoras, stylish 
bretons, and the timeless beret. 
Be~ets made of wool, angora, or 
acry ltc can keep you wrm during 
that long walk to class. They come 
in a large assortment of colors 
plaids, and are inexpensive. Beret~ 
are eye-catching when worn with 
bulky sweater or fall jackets. 
· Felt or wool fedoras in neutral 
ton~s of gray or brown look great 
durrng the day, especially when 
paired with a long tweed coat. 
Fo~ those special parties or gala 
evenrngs, flatter, wider brimmed 
, hats in bright colors such as cobalt 
· blue, yellow, or magenta are a must. 
Hats in black or wine velvet 
tri1~11:ied in silk? will capture th~ 
festtv1y of upcoming holiday parties. 
~nne Defranceso, a UNH junior 
said she feels, "Hats would add a 
to~1ch of c~ass. to fall f~shions." Tony 
Mmeo,. a J.umor says . The right hat 
on ~ girl is very attractive. I'd like 
tu ..>ee more of it." And Tammi 
Mack, a sophomore believes hats 
bring ~ sense of maturity and style 
to one s appearance . 
.coordin~ting scarves .and gloves 
w nh hats is a fashion trend this 
season. Brightly colored gloves 
nude of angora, leather, and lambs-
\\' u i.Jl predominate the stores this 
fa~l. Scarves pr~vail silk paisley 
prims, wool plaids, angora bright 
and checks. 
Scarves are a verstile fashion 
accessory, and the neckline is not 
rbe only place to wear them. They 
Cin be worn drapped over the 
should~r, ~s a sash on the hip, or 
as a wa1st-cmcher. Jeweled pins hold 
scarves in place, or just dress them 
up. 
There are a variety of hats, gloves, 
and scarves to be found in area 
stores this fall. These select pieces 
were found at Filene's in the Fox 
• R1~n Mall. They have many styles, 
pnces, and colors to offer. 
Photos by Cindy Rich and Leigh Hope. 
Denell Nuese model. 
. Red .wool beret ($6.99) by 
Fdenes m assorted colors. White 
and black buffalo checked scarf 
($8.99). Also in plaid and solid 
colors . 
Cobalt blue breton with feather 
. ($40.00), 100% wool by Betmar. 
Blue paisley start, 100% laine, 
by Echo ($15.00). 
\ 
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White leather boots by 
Dingo, also in taupe and 
black ($59.99). 
Dark brown leather cow-
boy boots by Frye, also in 
burgundy ($49.99). 
These selections found at 
Red's Shoe Barn 
< \ 
. Tan leather flats by 
Westies. Also in red and 
black ($24.99) . 
Red textured pumps by Parelli, also in gray, brown, 
royal blue, burgundy, and violet ($19.99)'. 
~rown leather walking boots by Maine Woods, also 
m taupe and black ($29.99). 
Dark red low cut leather boots by Westies, also in 
black and brown suede ($38.99) . · 
Gray leather flats with 
criss-cross front'by Candies 
($29.99) . 
> 
Light gray leather flats 'by 
Pine Cones ($24.99). 
This Fall's Fashion Footwear 
By Leigh Hope 
Shoes, glorious shoes! What is it about shoes that is so intriguing? 
We women all own thousands of pairs, half of which we never wear. 
Shoes are great. They make a statement about qurselves. Are we " 
practical, crazy, daring? Do we play sports, go dancing, walk a long 
way to work? 
Shoes show our different moods. We can wear a different pair every 
day depending on how we feel. There are so many kinds of shoes on 
the market today that there is a pair for everyone. 
This fall we see a variety of shoes and boots in an assortment of 
styles and colors. Some are extremely practical, like walking boots 
or leather flats, other are quite the opposite, like bright red 3-inch 
spiked heel pumps, or lavender patent leather boots. But whatever 
your taste there are many stores in our area that can satiate any shoe 
fetish you may have. 
Boots are still as popular as ever. This fall we're seeing the classic 
Frye cowboy boot in dark leather as well as some more trendy lowcut 
boots in a variety of colors. There are many companies putting out 
boots this year and it's worth taking the time to look around and decide 
what manufacturer suits you the best: Everyone knows what Frye's 
are like, there are also Dingo's, Westies', and Maine Wood's just to 
name a few. Dingo's are similar to Frye's, but Westies's are showing 
a different flair with a variety of colors and styles. Boots are always 
a practical alternative to shoes, especially in the winter months, or 
on cool fall days. Prices have remained fairly stable over the last few 
years, making boots one of your better buys this season. 
The latest, and most practical, shoe wear are the flat leather numbers 
that we see everywhere. You can find any color, material, or styling 
you desire. There are so many of these shoes out this year that the 
shopper may look critically and buy only what really suits her. 
Flats have been around for a long time but never have there been 
such a wide variety of styles. In days gone by they all looked the same 
with little wedge heels and rounded toes. Now toes are rounded or 
pointed, materials are varied, some are a glossy patent, or perhaps 
· a textured or perforated leather, some criss-cross over the front of 
the foot, other dip way down to the toe. 
At any rate, no matter the design ·or color, this style of shoe is great 
for walking around campus. They are great looking plus you won't 
have to soak your feet in a hot tub at the end of the day. 
On the less practical side, there is always the ever-lasting pump. 
If you can endure the discomfort sometimes associated with these 
fashionable foot pieces, then take ~ look around because there are 
a great assortment to be found right around town. This fall we're 
seeing more textured leathers in a wider variety of colors. 
In the past the classic black pump was your best bet, but this year 
there are more colors than you have outfits. The best part is that prices 
are reasonable. It is possible to find good leather pumps for about 
$25. Pumps can make you legs look great, which is sometimes a fair 
price to pay for the usual discomfort. 
So the intrigue with shoes continues, this fall in more styles and 
colors than before-and anything goes. Shoes can make or break an 
outfit, they can give it a certain flair, or make it look more casual. 
So indulge yourself and go buy some great looking footwear. 
These selections found at Red's Shoe Barn 


























l ___ Hel~p Wanted___.Jl[lll 
Part Time Help Wanted - Ski and Sports 
retail salesperson. Applicant mustbe a 
skier. Apply in person at Putnam Sports, 
990 LaFayette Rd. Portsmouth. 
Interested in marketing_ or telemarketing? 
Connor Associates is looking for full or 
pert time help with flexible hours available. 
Good money! Call for interview. Evenings 
7 42-4944. Ask for Jennifer. 
Office Assistants Needed. Work study and 
non-work study applicants accepted . 
Flexible hours . Approximately 20 hours 
per week. Apply in person at the Kari-Van 
office, Hamilton-Smith. 
Guitarist(s) needed to form a band. We 
play moderate to heavy rock, cover and 
originals. We have all the equipment and 
attitude needed to play out. If interested, 
call Peter or Adam (if not in, leave name 
and number. 862-1389, 868-9835. 
WORK -STUDY P_osition . Data entry and 
other computer related activities . No 
experience needed. Begin immediately. 
Must be available mornings. Call Fay Rubin, 
862-1792 . Complex Systems Research 
Center. 
IMMEDIATE OPENING : CWSP -eligible 
student to work Tuesday & Thursday 
mornings for federally funded on-campus 
program working with disadvantaged N.H 
students. Varied office-based responsib-
. ilites. Rate of Pay: $4.00/hour. Call Carolyn 
Julian at 862-1562. 
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR - BA with 
2 years ' experience as a community 
volunteer on the college level or closely 
related fiedl; or the quivalent. Able to work 
independently and with diverse elements 
of the community in a spirited and creative 
way. Willingness to work flexible hours and 
reside on or near the Dartmouth campus. 
Send resumes to: Employment Section , 
Office of Personnel Administration, DART-
MOUTH COLLEGE, Hanover, NH 03744 
EEO. 
4-H Camps Registrar. Process applications 
for 4-H summer camps; receive deposits, 
enter data into computer, send confirma-
tions and material. 1 0 - 12 hours . $4 /hr. 
See Dick Bonneville at Moiles House 862-
2180. 
Interested in marketing or telemarketing? 
Connor Associates is looking for full or 
part time help with flexible hours available. 
Good money! Call for interview. Evenings 
742-4944. Ask for Jennifer. 
Program Assistant. Work with Extension 
Specialist in developing promotin program 
for NH 4-H camps , including newspaper 
advertising , press releases & desplay 
material. Develop natural resources cur-
riculum for the Spruce Pond 4-H Camp. 
10-20 hours. $4/hr. See Dick Bonneville 
at Moiles House. 862-2180. 
Are you dissatisfied with the amount of 
information you are able to absorb and 
retain from your reading? Come to T ASk's 
three -part minicourse for pointers and 
practice. Workshops are scheduled on 
Tuesdays from 12:30 - 2:00 , October 8, 
15 and 22 . All sessions are held in 35D 
Stoke Hall. To pregegister or for further 
information call T ASk at 862-3698. 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr . round, 
Europe, S. Amer., AustraLia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-$2,000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. 
Write IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625. 
Need Artwork Done? A qualified artists 
will do: Posters, illustrations, and Repro-
ductins for any individual, club or organ -
ization. Reasonable rates, call Heidi at 868-
7507. 
Typing - Expert with word processor and 
letter quality printer. Also fluent in German. 
Accurate, fast and confidential. Ellen 664-
2756. 
l __ ... _:.·_ .... _ ... --Jil~I 
Hardcore Stereo Speakers for sale: 150 
watt capacity. Scandinavian design stereo 
shelving. 2 drawer black filing cabinet. All . 
very good condition. 868-2735 
78 AMC Concord . PS, PB, air , AM/FM 
ca-ssette. Runs and looks great. Excellent. 
Commuter car. Karen, 862 -1668 days, 
(207) 698-1328 eves. and weekends. $950. 
Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Com-
patible direct connect manual dial $120. 
664-2787 
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77 Honda Accord, blue color, 32 ml/gl, 
little rust, runs excellent. Needs minor work, 
must sell - need money. Asking $1050.00. 
Has radio stereo. Call 742-0265 preferred 
evenings. 
1970 Datsun PL-521 Pick -up with cap. 
97,000 on body less on 1977 2000cc 
engine. 6 new tires including snows. Too 
many new parts to list. GREAT WINTER 
AUTO. Asking $800 or BO. 868-1619 
AIR HOCKEY TABLE - 6 ft. x 37 1 /2" 
Coleco. Jet Air Hockey Table. Mint Con-
dition. Price new was $695.00. Now $375.00 
Call 436-1123 or 436-0713 
Datsun 200 SX for sale: 1977, 80,000 miles. 
Runs great, gfood gas mileage, 5-speed 
standard, no rust- just painted. Must sell 
soon - $1,00 or Best Offer. Call Gen at 868-
1975 or UNH campus 2-1637 
ATTENTION 510 OWNERS AND BODY 
SHOPS: 1978 Datsun 51 0 coupe with new 
exhaust (9/85) new brakes (front and rear 
7 /85) tight transmission. excellent engine. 
plus many more parts. [ight body damage. 
$400 or BO. Call 868-7327 eves. 
1983 Suzuki FA 50 Motorcycle, 1050 miles. 
Runs great, 75 miles to the gallon . Only 
used one summer $300. 
1976 BMW 2002: 25,000 on rebuilt engine. 
Excellentcondition inside and out. Webber 
carburator. Sony sound system . Classic 
mint green color. Very dependable. $4900 
or best offer. Call 603-772-5227 leave 
message. 
Moving SALE - Vintage clothing, furniture, 
housewares, and more. Saturday, October 
26, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Bagdad Road, Durham. 
Lost: Brown leather calendar and address 
book. Reward for return. Call Mac at 617-
232-5602. 
BARTENDING - Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or vacatiion job. Get hands-on 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practive time. Easy and fun our 
way . Certificate awarded. School is li-
censed and is on UNH Kari-Van route . 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
_or write ofr Free Brochure. MASTER 
BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84-Main St., Mew-
market. Tel. 659-3718 
To the woman who wrote the letter to the 
editor concerning your experience at 
Handicapped Services, please get in touch 
with me. I'd like to talk to you about helping 
the handicapped in another way . Tha{1x 
Cathi 868-6435 
Dear Carrie: We love you and don't want 
you to be lonely. We're going to get together 
Friday night . This is an Official Invitation. 
Kev - Life is not an answer .. . it is a question. 
Always remember you mean a lot to me, 
hon. ILU - LH 
Movies for only 56¢ each' If you want a 
bargain or some of the best entertainment 
on campus, purchase a 15-film movie pass 
to the MUSO Film Series. If costs only $8.50 
(for students) It's valid for the entire year. 
Available now at the MUB Ticket Office. 
Heidi S. - my long lost friend .-Come see 
me when you have a free minute, I miss 
you. DI 
To Mr.Tin Lord - Admired you in Cale but 
now only from afar. Look out!! We 're 
watching. 
Bryan - Drinking has begun again . Only 
lasted 2 weeks. Come overand party. I have 
been for 5 days. Rich your friend, Re -
member! 
Yo! camper Kaathy, just wanted to be the 
first to send you a personal , your favorite 
hola dancer camper smut-mouth 
To Perks from Perks - hey little-bro up there 
in 307 Stoke. Can 't wait to show you Conda 
and New York - get psyched. Big-bro 
MISSING FROM CONGREVE since Hur-
ricane " Glor ia" day ... royal blu e ad idas 
sweatpants. royal blue sweatshirt covered 
with skiers and says Switzerland , a jean 
jacket - not Levi . WHOEVER has them -
PLEASE return to CONGREVE 311. The 
clothes are OBVIOUSLY MINE!ll THANKS. 
BOXEY LOVES TEDDY 
Abbie, Better late than never' Looking 
forward to an awesome weekend in NJ & 
NYC. Lobsters and steamers are going to 
be excellent. It's great to see you . Love, 
Kim, Steve, Brian, Cheryl, Sandy, Russell 
STOP RIGHT THERE-- - - -RICH, MATT, 
MIKE. 10/12 .. . Margaritas .... Nachos .... Billy 
Joel .. .. Waterbed ... Boogie in till 3 am ... 
Thanx for a SUPER time. LOVE YA Marcy, 
Sue. Cindy · 
Al Haliday and the Hurricanes - Nov 2 -
in the UNH MUB PUB. Come & listen to 
your favorite Springtein tunes. Wahoo!! 
SG: You Know what they do in Minnestota? 
Instead of inspecting cars they inspect 
--- --. The cold duck is still chilling. Hope 
to hear from you soon. Take care. SC 
To our favorite co-rec Football Guys at 
Lambda Chi: Thanks for taking us to the 
playoffs - we couldn't have done it w/out 
you. A celebration is well over due You 
bring the glasses, we'll supply the cham-
pagne. We Love You - S&S from Scott 
We would like to thank the great guys at 
Lambda Chi for the raid Thurs. night. Alpha 
Phi 
ALPHA PHI: Don't forget our meeting Mon. 
night at 6:00 in the MUB 
To the crew at the lake: are you taking care 
of my pumpkin? Are you waking to Mt. 
Wash? Miss you lots! Daughter #1 . p.s. Are 
we going to have Thanksgiving on the 
island? 
Lambda, One more week! We are psyched 
for one hell of a time. - The women of Wild 
Child 
Nate - What'd ya do with your gum? Love, 
Skip. 
Models needed. Also fashion reporters anc. 
photo graphers. This will look great on your 
resume and portfolio. See Leight Rm. 151 
MUB or call The New Hampshire 2-2070 
SCHROEDER, you must be high' You left 
your pink pooky bear in my room last night. 
We should get together sometime for some 
pnk champagne and cotton candy. You 
Pink Panther. S.S. 
To the Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon . 
Thanks for the song and the roses. You 
guys have terrific voices. Thans for remem-
bering our Cenntenial . Alpha Chi Omega 
To the Brothers of Kappa Sigma. Thank 
you so much for the birthday party Tues. 
mornin.g. It was a lot of fun and meant alot 
to us. Thanks again. Alpha Chi Omega 
The Kappa Sig Lil' Sisters would like to 
thank all the frats for a spectacular bids 
night! It was the first. but definitely not the 
last! Looking ~orward to more good times 
this semester! 
When was the las~ time you had a decent 
meal? How about a delicious gourmet 
dinner? Well dust off those taste buds and 
come to the FALL GLORIES BUFFET 
DINNER!!! October 26th, 6:30 pm. Tickets 
on sale NOW at the MUB ticket office. Buy 
them NOW they won 't last long. 
WANT A DATE? October 30. MARKETING 
DAY ponsored by WSBE 
QUICK!!! RUN to the MUB ticket office 
RIGHT NOW to buy your tickets to an 
unforgettable night of fine food and en -
tertainment - the FALL GLORIES BUFFET 
DINNER! October 26. Cocktails begin at 
6:30 pm. GET GOING!! 
Jen B: Thanks for breakfast Tuesday 
morning! I love being woken up at 5:30 am. 
Wen can we do it again? Love, you little 
sister 
Hey Movie Fans! For only $8 .50 (UNH 
Students) you can purchase a 15-movie 
pass to the MUSO Film Series . It's valid 
for the entire year. Imagine - only 56¢ per 
movie! You can't rent a video cassette for 
that! Available now at the MU'S Ticket 
Office. 
Alpha Xi Delta Pledges: Two down, four 
to go!! Keep your chins up! We can do it 
! 
ROUND UP YOUR FRIENDS! Communal 
l iving in spacious 13 room house, 6 
bedrooms, 2 kitchens. Off street parking. 
Avaliabl e now! Up to 8 people approx. 
$275 / mo/person plus utilities. NH Real 
Estate 7 49-0112. 
To all Theatre Majors & all who remember 
me: I miss you all & hope to see yo u at 
Romie 's soon. This is the personal I 
promised everybbdy years ago! Love ya, 
Judi 
Is this Homecoming going to be just another 
Homecoming? NO WAY!' Not if you pick 
up your tickets TODAY to the FALL 
GLORIES BUFFET!! Only $15 for an 
incredible night of delicious gourmet food 
and superior entertainment! Don't let 
October 26 just pass you by. ACT NOW! 
You won't regret it or forget it! 
UNH Marching Band - We're getting better 
all the time! 
Shelia - Remember, always be happy!! 
Smile!! Take care - Rich 
Non-sexist wholistic counseling & therapy 
transitions, relationships, lifestyles, per-
sonal empowerment and growth. Ramona 
Abella, MA. Portsmouth, NH, sliding scale. 
(603)431 -4691) 
A Buck For a Tuck. Do you have a friend, 
a girlfriend or maybe a "Big Sister" at AZ, 
AXZ, DZ, Phi Mu, Chi Omega, or Scott Hall. 
Surprise this person with a Tuck in and 
short story, Phi Kappa Thetas' pledges . 
It all happens from 11 -1 on Sunday October 
20, 1985. For more info contact Dave 7 42-
0385 or Panama (862)4525. Pete 
REDIRECTION - A Christian ministry 
seeking to help those in homosexual 
bondage to freedom through Jesus Christ. 
Come to one of our weekly closed meet-
ings. Please write to Redirection Ministries, 
P.O. Box 3740, Manchester, N.H. 03105 
To my big sis, Jackie ~ Get psyched for 
an awesome Alpha Chi semester. Until 
kidnapping, your devoted Iii ' sis. Nancy 
Kathy, I'm glad you liked the flowers. I can't 
wait until you are here so I can buy you 
them more often. I Love you. B.udsle Jon. 
xxoo 
To Women 's Volleyball - Good luck today 
and tommorrow at UVM. Cann't make this 
one , but know you'll do great. Your Fan 
RBW 
To Smiley : I'm tired of being in love and 
being all alone when you're so far away 
from me. So far I just can't see. 
Rich - Stop drowning your sorrows. Bounce 
back and go to classes before you fail. 
Cann '! let one problem destroy you. A 
concerned friend. 
SPRING BREAK!!!! LET'S GOii! FORT 
LAUDERDALE, DAYTONA BEACH, BER-
MUDA AND THE BAHAMAS. Go with the 
best int the business - CRIMSON TRAVEL 
SERVICE. Phamphlets are posted around 
campus. For additional info call Gordon 
749-0830 
CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE PRESENTS 
SPRING BREAK 1986!!!!!!!!!! Look for the 
yellow flyers . For more info and any 
questions call Gordon 7 49-0830 
Frats, Teams, Clubs!!! We will knit CUSTOM 
WANT A DATE? October 30. MARKETING 
•A.Y Sponsored by WSBE 
Maura K - To the cutest HAP major at UNH. 
You deserve so much more. I can treat you 
so much better. Some day, I'll get the nerve 
to ask you out. For now, my longing 
continues. Love, RW 
Hey Laurie C. and Dawn 8 . Have you gotten 
those streamers untangled yet? An hour 
and a half to Portsmouth! Let's not get 
behind any more "geezers." Thanks for 
a great weekend. Love Keith and Bob 
Hey Julie B., Martha add Kristen - You guys 
are the best roommates! I love all of you 
- you keep me going. Love Jules 
Monique F. 117 Devine , UNH. Durham. 
USA, Milky Way. Tanks for being you. 
Chris B. Thanks for the memories a Devine 
Desk Tuesday night. Now byou can't say 
I never gave you anything. Monica 
Sue, Theresa, JoAnne: Are you subdude? 
Then get you rears in gear and let's boogie 
on down to AN OLD BEAN NAG! (Figure 
that one out!) Keep your eyes peeled adn 
your mouths shut! LC 
Housemate needed for second semester. 
Free room and board plus weekly com -
pensation in exchange for companionship 
for n extremely enjoyable, elderly woman. 
Downtown Durham location & excellent 
benefits. For more information Stop by Rm. 
319, James Hall between 9-12 am week-
days. 
Gath and D.O. you goobers - You're both 
awesome . Glad we 're good friends . 
Camping trip when? Sat will always be 
remembered. 
Wags - you hot potato you! I've been 
hunting you down for three years now. Isn't 
it about time we got rid of ·that D.S.B. - it 
just isn 't right for a love God like yourself. 
I say we take care of it real soon. Until then 
- Your Secret Admirer 
Bob - HAPPY BIRTHDAY' At least I know 
what NOT to get you for your birthday -
an alarm clock! I hope you have a great 
one! Love you, Beth 
Looking for adventure? If so. here is your 
opportunity . For $75./00 you can para-
chute. If you're interested please call Greg 
at 7 49-0730 or George at 207-934-5859 
for further info. 
RUGBY JERSEYS for you in any color or r----------------
stripe pattern. $32 each. Stevenson USA, 
82 Broad St., Flem ington, NJ 08822 
(215)386-6047 
Margie - "Hey Dudette!" I had an excellent 
time at the Gourmet Dinner. The Wine and 
chocolate milk were both great. Danny 
Hey MZ, if you see a lonely roommate 
wandering around, let me know, she may 
be mine. Okay? Love Ya - Betty 
ATTENTION ATTENTION - Here's your 
chance! Get your copy of "Do up Boston 
right - on $10 a night'" Important tips include 
: "Learning the Fine Art of Dodging Italian 
Pizza Guidos" and more' Send your VISA 
card number to Bill P. at Sigma Nu NOW! 
The first 50 orders will include detailed 
inner-city maps. 
To the MEN of the 3rd floor X-sen Co-rec 
football team - congrats on the latest win. 
Thanks for the post-gam~ celebration! Love 
- Bare, Val, Dori , Mary-Jo & Melis. P.S Boggy I'll••• 
are you really perfect? Both of you f - ing 
swear too much! You guys may be better 
in football but we 'll kick a-- in pass -out! 
See you after the next game! 
Chris and Amy - SURPRISE!! Thanks for 
the cookies, they were great' Amy we have 
to have lunch sometime' Chris , your 
freckles drive me wild! I hope you ladies 
will take me to some hockey games this 
year! Love, Rob 
To the President of Senior Key: Are you 
alive? Do you still attend this university? 
Your fellow Senior Key Members are 
concerned about your well being. Do you 
have a list of our names? Are we going 
to have a meeting? Please contact Mark 
at 868-2227 or Rob at 868-2996. Thanks' 
SAH - I'm bored, so you get a personal. 
I'm not a happy camper. Been a real rough 
week. Nothing has gone right. Let's have 
a great time Sat. nite! Hurry back from UVM. 
We will all be waiting for you Don't be tired . 
Take care RBW - the cute one, Remember! 
To my two favorite Co-Rec football players 
from Scott. SC you've don a great job and 
your kicking is awesome. SH you have 
grerat hands all the time and I'm glad you 
gave up kicking , you were hurting the 
ground. You QB from Lambda. 
. .. a priceless commodity 
in todays marketplace. 
The information re-
sources of the US Govern-
ment are available at a 
Depository Library near 
you. Without charge. 
For the location of the 
Federal Depository Li-
brary in your area, con-
tact your local library or 
write to the Federal 
Depository Library Pro-
gram, Office of the Public 











(continued from page 3) 
started the year UNH filed the 
suit . 
. According to Donovan the 
now defunct Durham Institute 
was associated with UNH and 
was originally established to be 
affiliated with CIID. However, 
Donovan added that "it didn't 
work out. Durham Institute Inc., 
succeeded it and was not asso-
~iated with the University." 
Durham Institute, Inc., is still 
in existence. 
-MUBPUB-
(continued from page 3) 
b:-igel. With cream cheese, they 
do cost 85 cents, but there is 
about twice as much on the 
bagel. Young's charges 50 cents 
for a bagel and cream chaeese. 
According to Onore, the Pub 
still offers the best deals for 
meals and specials. 
"The staff and I feel that 
people are getting a good value," 
Onore said. "We still try to keep 
it as affordable as possible. 
-CADETS-
(continued from page 6) 
t tier... without becoming, in the 
""urds of one flustered cadet, 
geographically embarrassed." 
After completing the day-
long land-navigation course, 
L·adets were ready to challenge 
i rs starlit counterpart. Armed 
""irh a luminous dial compass 
"nd a red-light flashlight, cadets 
11Jd to find their way back to the 
arnpfire, where they were 
: l'.warded with hot soup and 
";.um sleeping bags. 
(;.imoflage and rapelling took 
' .. lL-c:- on Sunday. These were 
.... 11 ,irr, but gruelling courses, in 
, .1 i-.:h cadets learned how to 
<t1.tke effective use of cover, 
"'111.:ealment and each other to 
,-.,:-,aulr an enemy position. 
\\ kn it was over cadets were 
: : rL'd and dirty, but they knew 
1 11.:'~ have done something out 
, it :-he ordinary. 
Rapelling is done off a fifty 
fuur cliff and adds new meaning 
ru "living on a shoestring" -
except the shoestring can sup-
port several tons. Novices did 
~wiss-seat rapells (tails first) 
" 'hi le more experienced cadets 
1,)l)k the opportunity to "go 
1\usrralian" (face first). 
Cadets returned home via 
ii ,·e-ton truck, over rural New 
. umpshire roads. Freshman 
. , , J ie Rosamond's verdict on the 
"~ekend: "Quick paced, hard 
\, urh., ... and I'm looking forward 
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the City of 
Los Angeles. 
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MICS 
GARFIELD By JIM DAVIS 
AND cJU5T WMAT 
ARE lJOU DOING? 
CLICK I MA~ TMl5 ...........___ ® INCREVle>LE . 
'° URGE TO TAKE i INVENTOP..L..Y,---,~ 
a. 
. .---~-" .. , :tl•I 
___ a_ 
1----~~ 1;.·~----~ 
-~·~=:;;;_ _ _J --~ JrM PAV?S g~~:!:!....-_=::::=,_-=~==:.J 
DOONESBURY 
[}AN, I HAVe 70 ASK 
YOU·-IAJHY 7H& fflOLESS 
085ES5/0N WITH 8COMCl<5? 
lJONT YOU THINK. IT MA!<E5 
07H&R. GENERATIONS RE-
YES, AND 7HAT'5 UNfJCR-
5TANOA81.E. 8UT 115 NOT 
OFT&N 7HAT H/57VR.Y PRD-
VI0/35 US WITH A 6&N&RA-
BLOOM COUNTY 
G()')lJ MORNIN&, II/IVG >t7<i OH S'fCW~ ... I f'A'AY 
Mii. WHllT'S 8€€N TO NOT !WI? f'RAY 7HllT 
1H€ Nl1(r0f-7H€- CHfJRCH 51NC€ YOV awr (/p €tJP 
PAY? UfT€lY? 196/f. (/p IN. .. : 5NIFr/ f 
~~- IN ... 
\ \ \ 
SHOE 
By GARY TRUDEAU 
7H& E300Ml3R5 AR& l/KC 
THE THl!<TEE-NTH TRIBE OF 
!5RAl3l., 7HE LA5T AZTE[;~ 
THE "L05T11 G&NERATION 
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By BERKE BREATHED 
By Jeff MacNelly 
IT'~ ~~N 1WO WEEI(~ NOW I 
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Big Green shuts out Wildcat men's soccer squad 
By Pat Graham 
Some things just weren't 
meant to be; such as; Napoleon 
at Waterloo, the Patriots beat-
ing Miami, the New Jersey 
Devils winning the Stanley Cup, 
or the UNH men's soccer beat-
ing the Dartmouth Big Green 
on Tuesday. 
Before a sparse crowd at a 
sloppy Lewis Field, New Hamp-
shire's lone entr in the Iv 
League defeated our local he-
roes by the score of 2-0. 
It was just a horrendous day 
all around. The weather was 
gross, as it was misty and 
overcast. The field looked as if 
some fighter planes from Pease 
Air Force Base .had just used it 
as a site for bomb dropping 
exercises, and the referees acted 
as if they had blindfolds on by 
makin hard! an calls at all. 
Dartmouth came into the 
game with an unimpressive 
record of one win, four losses 
and a tie. UNH came into the 
game having just posted an 
impressive 2-1 victory over 
UVM on Saturday on the 
strength of a Shawn Day goal. 
That win enabled the 'Cats to 
reach the .500 mark for the first 
time since early in the season. 
By all rights and purposes, 
UNH should have won the 
game. It just wasn't meant to 
be! Dartmouth returned to 
Hanover with a record of 2-4-
1. The Wildcats fell to 4-5-1 
with four games remaining this 
season. 
The Big Green should thank 
the blindfolded referees for their 
first goal. The sloppy fields, 
combined with an ailing Jack 
Sebastian (stomach virus), led 
to an unusually weak goal kick 
by Sebastian. It was intercepted 
by Dartmouth's Bob Mitchell, 
who broke in on the right side 
and passed it off to an obviously 
offside Scott Sanford, who 
banged it by UNH's Dave Bar-
io~ for the goal. The Wildcats 
protested, but to no avail. The 
score stood: Dartmouth 1 -
UNHO. 
The Wildcat's only chances 
came from freshman Shawn 
Day, who continues to impress 
with his ability to somehow get 
a shot off in even the toughest 
looking situations. The 'Cats 
only managed to· get off four 
shots on goal throughout the 
• \ enure game. 
With just three minutes left 
in the game, Dartmouth's Todd 
Beane hit a beautiful shot from 
25 yards out that beat Barlow 
to the far side, making the final 
score 2-0 in favor of Dartmouth. 
UNH head coach Ted Garber 
said after the game, "I thought 
we played really well consider-
ing the conditions we were 
facing. We were making nice 
passes, we had good build-up, 
but we just weren't getting the 
shots off." Garber continued, 
"Dartmouth's a better team 
than their record states. It w·as 
really anyone's game." 
The ~ 'Cats will now try to 
regroup for their next game, 
which is today against the 
University of Hartford, down 
in West Hartford. 
Hartford is going into the 
game with four wins and ten 
losses, but are going to be fired 
up for the Wildcats after defeat-
ing nationally-ranked Brigham 
Young on Wednesday. 
The 'Cats return home on 
Monday for what could be their 
toughest test this season against 
the Boston University Terriers. 
Game time is 3 p.m. 
CAT NOTES: 
Congratulations are in order 
for Wildcat co-captain Adrian 
Pfisterer, as he recently became 
the leading point scorer in UNH 
history, surpassing the mark set 
in 1973 by Joe Murdoch. 
Also, two Yankee Conference 
teams are among the top 20 in 
the nation. Undefeated UConn 
comes in ranked seventh this 
week, with a record of 11-0-3. 
Wildcat opponent UMass snuck 
into the twentieth spot national-
ly with the record of 11-4. UNH 
lost a 3-2 thriller to UMass 
earlier this season. 
------------INDUCTEES------------
<continued from page 23) 
pionships. . among the all-time leaders in goal scoring list and third in 
Estey, a three-year letterman career pass receptions. He re- , points. He still holds the record 
in football and baseball, received ceived the UNH Coaches Award for most assists in a game (7) 
All-Yankee Conference honors in football, was named to the and most points in a game (10). 
in both sports. He played run- All-New England squad and He tallied 86 points during his 
ning back and quarterback dur- won the New England Football senior year. During his years 
ing his football career. In 1965, Writers Senior Achievement at UNH, the Wildcats posted 
he was the top rusher, receiver Award. a superb 61-25-3 mark. Frigon 
• and scorer for the Wildcats. He One of the all-time great was the MVP of the 1971 squad, 
'lr41w still holds six records for kick hockey players, Frigon scored which he captained to a 20-9 
returns and two records for punt 98 goals and 95 assists during record. He was a second team 
, ~ . returns. He led UNH in scoring his three-year UNH career. He · All-American selection that 
The mens soccer team lost to Dartmouth 2-0 Tuesday.(f1le again in 1966 and remains stands second on the all-time year . ....................................................... 
: M.U.s.o~ preser1ts... · : 
i DITH PRAN ,: 
.i LIVING IN THE KILLING FIELDS i • •  • • : The Award-winning movie, : 
e THE KILLING FlELDS e 
: . was based on the extraordinary true : 
e story· of Dith Pran and his friendship • 
: with New York Times correspondent : 
• Sydney Schanberg. This story of • 
: survival in war-torn Cambodia is : 
• portrait of one man's will to survive. • 
: The film, THE KILLING FIELDS, will : 
: be shown prior to Dith Pran's lecture. : 
• • ,: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1985 : 
I • 7:30 pm • 
1 
: Granite State Room of the MUB : 
~ • . 
: Students: $2.00 Nonstudents: $4.00 : 
• • • •Tickets on sale beginning Monday, October 21 for f.ull time undergraduates • 
: and Wednesday, October 23 for the general public at the MUB ticket office. : · 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Wildcat women's soccer plasters Providence 4-1 
By Paul Tolme 
"It was so much fun, because 
we dominated, and everybody 
played," tri-captain Margie 
Arnold said of the UNH wom-
en's soccer team's 4..: 1 win at 
home over the Providence Col-
lege Friars Wednesday. Modesty 
aside, it was also fun for Arnold 
because she scored three goals, 
while playing only 35 minutes. 
The first goal of Arnold's hat-
trick came 12 minutes into the 
game. The Friar defense shifted 
forward, trying to catch Arnold 
off-sides. But Carolyn Becke-
dorff executed a perfect lead 
pass, which Arnold pushed past 
the Providence keeper, leaving 
the defense flat-footed. 
Three minutes later the Beck 
edorff to Arnold combination 
s.truck again. Carol chipped the 
ball over Arnold's hea-d,- and 
Arnold beat the charging goalie 
to the ball for a lower left-side 
score. 
Anne Bierbaum scored her 
first career goal on an assist 
from Joan Kelso, making it 3-
0, UNH, at the half. UNH 
goalie Janene Tilden had three 
saves, and relaxed on the bench 
for the second half, as Kathy 
Neaves replaced her in the net. 
Arnold completed her hat-
trick twenty minutes into the 
second half. From the left 
corner, Cindy Pierce crossed the 
ball in front of the Providence 
goal, and Arnold slammed the 
ball before it landed, for her 
third score. 
The Friars finally got on the 
board 23 minutes into the 
second half when they put the 
ball past Neaves, who finished 
the game with four saves. 
Coach Marjorie Anderson · 
was pleased with the "team 
effort." "It was great. Everybody 
played. We had great passing, 
and kept the ball on the ground." 
UNH could use a few more 
hat tricks w_hen they play Boston 
· College, the second-ranked team > 
in New England, today at 3:30 
pm. The Wildcats are ranked 
tenth in New England. 
Inductees enter Hall today 
The Wildcat women's soccer team defeated Providence 4-1 
Wednesday. (file photo) 
Courtesy of 
Sports Info. 
Nine former athletes and 
a long-time athletic adminis-
trator will be the newest addi-
tions to the University of New 
Hampshire 100 Club Hall of 
Fame. The Fourth Annual Hall 
of Fame Dinner and Induction 
Ceremony will be Friday at 6 
p.m. in the Granite State Room 
in the Memorial Union Building 
on the UNH campus. · 
Bill Stearns, whose associa-
tion with the university spanned 
35 years, will be among the 1985 
Hall of Fame inductees. Stearns 
was the Sports Publicity Direc-
tor for the college, Director of 
the College News Bureau, As-
sistant D.irector of University 
--~---~F.HOCKEY---~~--
played very well, even with the 
changes we've made (to accom-
odate Sandy's absence)." 
"The defense is really strong 
right now," echoed Collins. 
<conrinued from page 24) 
"They' re holding up the game." 
In turn, Minute~oman Meg-
. an Donnelly will be absent from 
Saturday's contest for the same 
reason as Vander-Heyden: Na-
tional Team competition. 
Donnelly, besides being 
UMass's top defensive player, 
presently leads. the Minutew-
omen in scoring with 13 goals. 
------------FOOTBALL,----------
of 20 passes for 165 yards and 
two touchdowns. Tight end 
Tom Flanagan was at the receiv-
ing end of most of those passes, 
catching nine passes for 132 
yards and a pair of touchdowns. 
Th.e_ Wildcats ran for 283 
yards against Bucknell with 
tailback Andre Garron running 
well after being injured at 









Holy Cross at 
(continued from page 24) 
for 88 yards and two touch-
downs while only playing the 
first half. If Garron rushes for 
92 yards against Lehigh he will 
move from tenth to seventh on 
the all-time New England 
rushers list, passing Mike Es-
posito of Boston College, Leroy 
Shaw of URI and Gregg Drew 
of Boston University~ 
The other games involving 
LINE 
(12-5) ( 18~ 11) (21-8) 
.706 .621 .724 
Lisa Jon Steve 
Sinatra Kinson Langevin 
t:JNH UNH UNH 
Yankee Conference teams are 
URl(4-2) at BU(2-3), Maine(3-
3) at the University of 
Massachusetts(3-3) and Holy 
Cross at the University of 
Connecticut(2-2). 
The Wildcats, 4-1 overall, and 
URI lead the conference, fol-
lowed by BU(l-1), UConn(0-
1), UMass(0-1) and Maine(0-
2). 
(20-9) . (0-0) 




UConn Holy Cross UConn UConn Holy Cross Oconn UConn 
Maine at 
UM ass UM ass UM ass Maine Maine UM ass UMass 
Rhode Island 
at 
Boston U. BU URI URI URI URI URI 
W. Virginia at 
Boston C. W. Virg W. Virg BC BC W. Virg BC 
Michigan at 
Iowa ·Michigan Michigan Iowa Michigan Michigan Iowa 
.-
Last week the Old Grad defeated former classmate Andy Mooradian 
five games correct to four. This week's guest is UNH men's -hockey Head 
Coach Charlie Holt. 
Relations and finally Director 
of Information Services. He 
originated the idea of the Bean-
pot, symbolic of the Yankee 
Conference football champion-
ships. He was also a longtime 
member of the UNH 100 Club 
and alsff a past director. 
The other 1985 inductees are 
Ralph Bissell, Class of 1917;Jere 
Chase and Charles Joslin, Class 
of 1936; Silas Dunklee, Class 
of 1949; Marcel Couture and 
John Bagonzi, Class of 1956; 
Billy Lochhead, Class of 1961; 
Bill Estey, Class of 1968 and Lou 
Frigon, Class of 1971. 
Bissell lettered in football, 
basketball and baseball for the 
Wildcats. He played all three 
sports for Hall of Farner Butch 
Cowell. He received nine varsity 
letters and was a teammate of 
current Hall of Famers Gus 
Paulson in baseball and Bill 
Brackett and Charles Broder in 
football and baseball. He cap-
tained the basketball and base-
ball teams his final year. 
As an athlete, Jere Chase was 
a standout in skiing and baseball. 
But, his association with the 
, University spans for more than 
'50 years. He received his Doc-
tors of Laws Degree from UNH 
in 1969 and has been the interim 
President on two separate oc-
casions. Chase captained the 
1936 ski team, which was 
coached by Hall of Farner Paul 
Sweet. Another Hall of Farner, 
Ed Blood, was a teammate of 
Chase's. He took part in all of 
the skiing events and was also 
one of the top speed skaters on 
the squad. Chase hit .326 as a 
junior in baseball. His senior 
year, he captained the squad. 
He hit .310 and led the team to 
a sparkling 13-1 record. 
Joslin lettered in three sports . 
He played football under Hall 
of Farner Butch Cowell and 
played basketball and baseball 
for Hall of Farner Hank Swasey. 
Joslin quarterbacked the football 
team, and despite his 5-7' frame, 
he played forward for the bas-
ketball team. He helped the 
1934-35 Wildcat hoop squad to 
an 11-3 mark his junior year. 
He played basketball alongside 
Hall of Farner John DuRie. 
Joslin received the Hood All-
Around Achievement A ward as 
the outstanding student-athlete 
atUNH. . 
Dunklee ·excelled in cross 
country and spring track, but 
he gained fame and national 
recognition in skiing. He .skied 
with Hall of Farner Ralph 
Townsend and was coached by 
Hall of Farner Ed Blood. Dunk-
lee was a member of the 1950 
U.S. Nordic Combined Team 
and an alternate on the 1952 
U.S. Olympic squad. In cross 
country, he was a four-year 
letterman and a three-year 
captain. He led the 1948 squad 
to an undefeated season, finish-
ing second in New England and 
setting three course records. He 
finished second in the New 
England two-mile run three 
years in a row. Each time he was 
beaten by Bob Black of Rhode 
Island, who went on to win the 
national title each year. In 1949, · 
Dunklee won the UNH Varsity 
Club Athletic Trophy. He went 
on to coach cross country, skiing, i"' 
soccer and tennis at several New 
England colleges. 
One of the premier baseball 
pitchers ever to don a Wildcat 
uniform Bagonzi still holds his 
place in the UNH record book. 
He is the only pitcher ever to 
throw four no-hitters in a career, 
while playing under Hall of 
Farner Hank Swasey. Bagonzi 
went on to coach Woodsville 
(NH) High School to seven 
state titles in baseball and five 
in basketball. He went on to 
coach baseball at Plymouth State 
College and received his doc-
torate from the University of 
Indiana in 1978. 
Couture gained fame in foot-
ball and track. Despite his 160-
pound frame, Couture led the . 
Wildcats to the 1954 Yankee 
Conference football champion-
ship. He averaged 9.1 yards per ., 
.carry, a mark that remains in 
the Wildcat record book today. 
He gained 471 yards and scored 
five touchdowns that season. 
In football, he played with Hall 
of Farner Billy Pappas. He 
captained the 1955 UNH track 
team. He was a two-time Yan-
kee Conference champion p_Q_ 
the 100 and 220 yard dashes. He 
also won the New England title 
·in the 220-yard hurdles his 
senior year. He went on to an 
outstanding career in the Air 
Force. · 
The first golfer ever selected 
for the UNH 100 Club Hall of 
Fame, Lochhead won the New 
England Intercollegiate Golf 
title in 1960 and 1961 and also 
claimed one Yankee Conference 
crown. He represented the 
Wildcats in the East-West 
match and went on to compete ,,. 
in the NCAA Championships 
at Purdue.Jack Nicklaus won 
the NCAA title that year. Fol-
lowing graduation, Lochhead 
continued his outstanding golf 
accomplishments within the .i.. 
state. He won the ·1961 State 
Amateur Championship and has 
won numerous Nashua Country 
Club titles in addition to win-
ni_ng three Nashua city cham-
INDUCTEES, page 22 
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Sports! 
UNH football gears up for Engineers 
By Steve Langev_in 
In a preview of things to 
come, the Wildcat football squad 
faces the pass-happy Lehigh 
Engineers and quarterback Mar-
ty Horn at Cowell Stadium 
. .., tomorrow at 1 pm as part of the 
Parent's Weekend festivities. 
A large crowd is expected 
because it is also New Hamp-
shire National Guard Day. 
After the Lehigh contest the 
Wildcats host Northeastern and 
then travel to Kingston, RI, for 
a showdown with the University 
of Rhode Island Rams and their 
quarterback Tom Ehrhardt. The 
Wildcats and Rams are currently 
tied at the top of the Yankee 
Conference standings with 2-
0 marks and Ehrhardt has 
throuwn for 1532 yards and 12 
touchdowns. 
Horn is also a national caliber 
quarterback, having thrown for 
1611 yards and 13 touchdowns. 
Included in that total was a 425 
yards performance in Lehigh's 
season opener. His favorite 
target has been Rennie Benn, 
"" who has 624 yards receiving and 
12 touchdowns to his credit. 
Horn will have his work cut 
out for him going against the 
Wildcats however as they rank 
number one in the nation in 
both passing defense (88.4 yards 
per game) and total defense 
(189.4 yards per game). The 
Wildcats stand second in scoring 
defense, allowing only 9.6 points 
per game. 
The Wildcats' leading tackler, 
linebacker Neal Zonfrelli, with 
66 total tackles, was chosen 
Yankee Conference defensive 
· player-of-the-week for his per-
formamce in the 58-0 thrashing 
of Bucknell last week. He in-
tercepted a pass and returned 
it 14 yards for a touchdown and 
recovered a fumble which led 
to another score. 
Free safety Eric Thompson 
The Wildcat football squad goes against Lehigh tomorrow after crushing Bucknell last week 58-0. UNH leads the series 
against Lehigh 4-2.(file photo) -----------,------------------------------
also had an interception and a , 
fumble recovery against Buck-
nell, in leading the defense 
which held the Bison to minus-
f ive yards rushing and only 7 4 
yards passing. 
Defensive end Dan Federico 
may miss his fourth straight 
game with a sprained ankle. 
The UNH offense ran on all 
cylinders last week, amassing 
486 yards. 
Quarteback Rich Byrne was 
turned loose early and re-
sponded by connecting on 14 
FOOTBALL, page 23 
Field hockey team foils Friars 
By J. Mellow The Wildcats both outshot weren't pressing." 
The women's field hockey (13-6) and forced more corners Since Providence, however, 
team snapped its plateaued (9-4) than the Friar offense. the Wildcats have slipped and 
winning sireak and tallied its Yet after junior Pauline Col- are tied with Maryland for 
fourth shutout of the season lins' unassisted goal 12:09 into eighth in the national rankings. 
Wednesday with a slim 1-0 win the first half, the UNH offense UNH arch-rival and next op-
over Providence College in just couldn't keep it going. ponent UMass, meanwhile, has 
Providence. "We went in really strong," advanced to fifth place with a 
The win puts UNH's streak said Collins. "We wanted to do 2-1 victory over sixth-ranked 
at five games. Ranked sixth well and build some confidence Old Dominion. 
nationally going into the con- within ourselves." UNH is 1-1 with UMass in 
test, the Wildcats now stand 8- "Our first half was really the past two contests and to 
2-2 on the season thus far. good," she continued. "We achieve their goal of ending the 
forced corners, we forced season "best in the region," 
' shots-we did what we wanted Saturday's game with UMass 
to do, but didn't put the ball in is a "must-win." 
the net·as much as we wanted "It's a must-win situation," 
to." said Heap. "Underline that. 
"Second half, we just didn't We're getting psyched for it; 
put the pressure on," she added. we want to win. 
Head coach Marisa Didio "They're going to be good, 
agreed. but we're going to be pumped,'' 
"We played very well first said Collins. "Nothing's going 
half," Didio said. "We got the to make us lose our momen-
opportunities, even if we didn't tum." 
score off them as much as we'd "If we' re going to move in the 
have liked. We had an oppor- rankings, in our standings, we 
tu~ity to .. score on a stroke, and need this game," said Didio 
missed... seriously. "We want to be the 
"The second half was not best in the region-we're going 
quite as good," she continued. after UMass." 
"We weren't attacking as we "We're both going to be going 
would have liked." after each other, though," she 
Both Collins and UNH co- added. "No one's running away 
captain Patty Heap, however, scared." 
credited Providence goalie San-
dra O'Gorman with a well-
played game. · 
"Their goalie is probably the 
reason why they're not scored 
on as much as other teams with 
that talent," said Collins. Earlier 
in the season, the unranked 
Friars, for example, held 
nationally-ranked UConn to a 
1-0 margin. 
"Their goalie was really 
strong," said Heap. "She had 
a lot of good clears out to the 
.rap of the circle." 
CAT NOTE: 
UNH defensive stronghold 
Sandy Vander-Heyden will miss 
this Saturday's UMass contest 
as she did the PC game in order 
to play with the US National 
Team in Colorado Springs . 
Having handled the defensive 
changes made for Wednesday's 
game well, however, Didio has 
confidence in the UNH defense. 
"I do want to compliment our 
defense," said Didio. "They 
Junior Pauline Collins tallied the winning goal in the UNH field hockey team's 1-0 win over 
Providence Wednesday with junior Pauline Collins scoring the winning goal.(file photo) 
"We just weren't moving to F.HOCKEY, page 23 
the ball," Heap added. ''We 
